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Western Ky.
man dies after
leading police
on car chase

Republican
gov nominee
Williams seeks
to unite GOP

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A
western Kentucky man died
after leading police on a chase
through multiple counties to
avoid being served with warrants.
Kentucky
State
Police
Trooper Dean Patterson said 43year-old Randall Strickland
fired multiple shots at officers
before turning the gun on himself Saturday afternoon as the
chase came to an end in
McCracken County.
Strickland was wanted on
warrants for theft and failure to
appear in court.
The chase started at around
4:30 p.m. near Possum Trot in
Marshall County when deputies
saw Strickland and tried to
serve the warrants on him.
Patterson told The Paducah
Sun that investigators found a
single gun shell casing inside
Strickland's SUV and at least
two spent rounds on the road.

By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Fresh from
his primary win, Republican gubernatorial candidate David Williams reached out
Saturday to a splintered Kentucky GOP as
he turned his attention to the fall general
election.
With tea party activists still smarting
from Phil Moffett's loss in that primary
and some Republicans defecting to the
camp of Democratic Gov. Steve Beshear,
Williams has a tough job ahead.
"I don't think it's doable,- said Mike
Karem, a longtime GOP operative who;
served as an adviser to Bobbie Holsclaw,
also a loser in Tuesday's Republican
gubernatorial primary. "Once the horses
are out of the barn, it's hard to round them
back up. The chance of bringing these
people together is nil to none, and nil just
left town."
The job could have been more complicated had Moffett, a Louisville businessman who was the tea party favorite, not
rejected his supporters' call to run as a
write-in candidate this fall.
"I've discouraged that as much as I
can," Moffett said Saturday.
Williams, Holsclaw and Moffett shared
a stage at state Republican Party headquarters at a rally Saturday afternoon.
However, neither Holsclaw nor Moffett
spoke.
"They gave me the opportunity, and I
told them I would prefer not to," Moffett
said.
Moffett gave no endorsement. "It's a
matter of getting to know each other better," he said. "We'll continue to do that
and see where things lead."
Holsclaw, a popular Louisville political
figure who is being courted heavily by the
Beshear campaign, offered no public

Daniels exits
2012 race, puts
supporters in play
By LAURIE KELLMAN
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Indiana Gov. Mitch Daniels
joined the march of would-be
GOP presidential hopefuls offstage Sunday in a dead-of-night
decision that put his supporters
in play and muddled the fight
for front-runner status against
President Barack Obama.
Daniels' exit, which he said he

•See Page 2
MUSIC FESTIVAL: The inaugural Ohio Valley •Music
Festival was held Saturday at
Playhouse IR the Park and
downtown at The Bullpen.
Featuring seven area bands,
the event was held to benefit
Playhouse in the Park.
Pictured above, members of
Kindred Folk perform outside
Playhouse in the Park. At left,
members of Tree Rollins
Band perform inside The
Bullpen.

•See Page 2
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Several cases set for
Calloway court today
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Two Murray residents facing charges of
murder and complicity to murder in the
death of Herbert Donald Scandell are
scheduled for hearings Monday morning in
Calloway Circuit Court.
Also set for action are motions concerning an Indiana man accused of kidnapping,
raping and sodomizing a Murray State
University student.
Jayson Workman,33, and his wife, Kayla
Workman, 23, are scheduled for a pretrial

•See Page 2

Tornadoes batter central
US, kill unknown number
JOPLIN, Mo. (AP) —
Tornadoes ripped through parts of
the Midwest on Sunday, killing at
least one person in Minneapolis
and an unknown number of others
in a Missouri town where a hospital was hit.
Damage was widespread across
the south side of Joplin. John
Campbell, operations director for
the Missouri State Emergency
Management Agency, confirmed
fatalities have been reported, but
he did not yet have an exact number or specifics.
Phone communications in and
out of the city of about 50,000
people about 160 miles south of
Kansas City were largely cut off.
Jasper County Emergency
Management Director Keith
Stammer said the St. John's
Regional Medical Center on the

city's south side took a "direct
hit." Witnesses said windows
were blown out on the top floors
of the hospital.
The storm was part of a series
that battered the Midwest on
Sunday night. Tornado warnings
and watches were posted from
Texas to Michigan.
Jeff Lehr, a reporter for the
Joplin Globe, said he was upstairs
when the storm hit but was able to
make his way to a basement closet.
"There was a loud huffing
noise, my windows started popping. I had to get downstairs,
glass was flying. I opened a closet and pulled myself into it," he
said. "Then you could hear everything go. It tore the roof off my

MI See Page 2
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HONORED: Beth Stribling, Murray Middle School Band instructor, gives Murray High
School senior Travis Durr a hug during a reception Saturday at MHS after he
addressed the gathered crowd. Stnbling was honored at the reception for receiving the
2010-2011 Kentucky Music Educators Association Middle School Teacher of the Year.
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From Front
endorsement at the rally. "I'm
here to say I'm happy for those
who won," she said.
Kentucky's two Republican
U.S. senators — Rand Paul and
Mitch McConnell — calling
for party members to support
Williams and his running mate.
former University of Kentucky
basketball star Richie Farmer.
"I'm very proud of our ticket," said Paul, who successfully
tapped the tea party for support. "I'll do whatever I can to
help."
McConnell offered a strong
endorsement, saying Williams.
the longtime state Senate president, knows what it will take to
make Kentucky economically
competitive with neighboring
states.
"He's smart," McConnell
said. "He's capable. He's a terrific debater. He knows exactly
where to take this state."

In a brief speech, Williams
that
Kentucky
insisted
Republicans are unified.
"If anybody doubts our unity,
our resolve, let the word go out,
we are unified," he told a
crowd of about 200 at the GOP
headquarters, just down the
street from the Capitol.
But some tea party activists
who attended the rally held
different view.
"There are so many battles to
be fought. I might just focus
my energy elsewhere," said
Dawn Cloyd, a Lexington businesswoman who supported
Moffett in the primary. "I really haven't decided who to vote
for in the general election."
Political activist David
managed
who
Adams,
Moffett's primary campaign,
said he believes Cloyd's sentiment is widespread.
"I think getting the tea party
involved is going to be a challenge," he said.
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MAKE A DIFFERENCE DAY: Apichai Chetawatee, with Briggs and Stratton, unloads car batteries from a pickup truck to be recycled during Saturday's 81st Make A Difference Day. Murray Mayor Bill Wells reported 380 cars passed through. with drivers dropping off 111 inkjet printer cartridges, 170 pairs of glasses, 28 cell phones, 500 pounds of aluminum cans. 21 tons of paper, 250
gallons of used oil. nearly 11 gallons of prescription drugs. 300 pounds of used clothing, approximately 2.400 pounds of glass,
250 pounds of batteries and 2,000 pounds of books. The next Make A Difference Day is scheduled for Saturday. August 6.

one of Daniels' top fundraisers.
This group plans to meet in the
made at his family's behest, coming days to vet the remain, clears the upcoming news cycle ing candidates, said Bob Grand,
to absorb former Minnesota who ran Romney's Indiana
Gov. Tim Pawlenty's entry into fundraising efforts in 2008 but
the race Monday in Iowa.
was prepared to support
For the moment, Pawlenty Daniels.
would be the only Midwesterner
"I know a lot of us will be
in the campaign, a conservative waiting to see and hear what
who governed a Democratic- Mitch is going to say,"
leaning state and has a record Hammond said.
resisting tax increases and
Daniels' departure,may make
room for other contenders as
spending increases.
Republicans,
But Pawlenty would have a establishment
rival for the claim of No. I fis- including some in the Bush famcal conservative in Jon ily circle, search for a fiscal
Huntsman, the former Utah conservative with the stature to
governor and Obarna's first challenge Obama. Influential
ambassador to China. Both GOP donors who courted
Republicans are competing to Daniels have tried to,entice foremerge as the principle chal- mer Florida Gov. Jeb Bush, son
lenger to ex-Massachusetts Gov. and brother of former -presidents, and New Jersey Gov.
Mitt Romney.
A core group of supporters,. Chris Christie into the contest.
will await Daniels' advrei • - Also "tossed into the mix is
before getting on board with any Rep. Paul Ryan, the House
• campaign, said John Hammond, Budget Committee chairman.

From Front

From Front
house, everybody's house, I
came outside and there was
nothing left."
He said people were walking
around the streets outside trying
to check on neighbors, but in
many cases there were no
homes to check.
"There were people wandering the streets, all mud covered," he said. "I'm talking to
them,asking if they knew where
their family .is. Some of them
didn't know, and weren't sure
where they were. All the street
markers were gone."
In Minneapolis, city spokeswoman Sara Dietrich said the
death was confirmed by the
Hennepin County medical
examiner. She had no other
immediate details. Only two ofthe 29 people injured there were
hurt critically.
In Wisconsin, a' powerful
storm caused significant damage in LaCrosse, tearing roofs
front homes and sending emer-

Murray Main Street Mile

•Cases...

gency responders to search
damaged buildings for anyone
trapped inside, officials said. La
Crosse County sheriff's dispatcher Tim Vogel described the
damage as "significant" but told
The Associated Press there were
no immediate reports of serious
injuries.
Those storms followed a tornado Saturday night that swept
through a small eastern Kansas
town, killing one 'person and
destroying at least 20 homes, as
severe thunderstorms pelted the
region w.ith hail that some residents described as the size :of
baseballs, authorities said
•
Sunday.
of
Division
Kansas
Management
Emergency
spokeswoman Sharon Watson
identified the Victim as Don
Chesinore, 53, of Reading. He
was in a mobile home that
flipped. He was taken to a hospital in Emporia, where he was
pronounced dead.

From Front
conference during court action
at 8:30 a.m. Monday before
Judge Dennis Foust.
Jayson Workman is charged
with murder and Kayla
Workman is charged with complicity in Scandell's death.
Kayla Workman is also scheduled for a status hearing on a
charge of tampering with physical evidence in the case.
Both the accused have pleaded
innocent to the charges.
The duo were charged after
Scandell's body was found during a car crash near Murray
shortly before Christmas .2009.
Kentucky State Police said they
found Scandell's body in the
back of the car that had been
driven into a creek bed.
Police
State
Kentucky
spokesman Trooper Dean
Patterson said police Teported
finding Scandell with multiple
-stab wounds to his chest, neck
and back.
Both of the accused have been
lodged in Calloway County Jail:
Jayson Workman is held on a
Kayla
bond.
$500,000
Workman is held on a $100.000
bond.
Jayson Workman is also

scheduled for a status hearing
concerning a charge of flagrant
non-support of a child.
Also scheduled to appear for
legal motions is Brandon S.
McManomy, 23, of Evansville,
Ind. McManomy is charged
with first-degree rape, firstdegree sodomy, kidnapping,
first-degree assault and violation of an out-of-state domestic
violence, emergency protective
order for an alleged attack on a
female Murray State University
student August 31; 2010. on
MSU grounds.
McManomy has pleaded innocent to all charges.
He is incarcerated in Calloway
County Jail without bond on
local charges. However he is
held on a $500,000 bond on various •charges including attempted murder stemming from allegations of crimes committed in
Posey County, Indiana, according to Calloway Jailer Phil
Haile.
McManomy was arrested by.
authorities in Indiana following
an investigation by the Murray
Police Department concerning
the rape of.the female student.
Individuals facing charges are
innocent until proven guilty.
Editor's note: The court docket is subject to change, and
those charged may or may not
appear in court.
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COURSE
The one-mile race will start at 15th & Main Street, Murray, KY
(in front of Sparks Hall, MSU). The finish will be at 6th & Main Street.
The run will precede Murray's Freedom Fest 4th of July Parade.

Registration from 8:00 am-8:30 am at Sparks Hall.
To receive a t-shirt,forms need to be received no later than June 15, 2011.

SPONSORED BY: BRIGGS AND STRATTON CORPORATION
40

************** ENTRY FORM **************
MAKE CHECKS
PAYABLE TO:
Briggs & Stratton Corp.

MAIL TO: Briggs & Stratton Corp.
Main Street Mile
110 Main St.
Murray, KY 42071

WITH PERSONAL LOANS

AS LOW AS

3.992.

Name:
Address:
City:

lip:

State:

YOU'LL BE SAYING,
Age:

Sex:( ) Male

C

1 Female

Phone Number:
Shirt Sizes:

Youth:( )XS ( )S ( )M ( )L

Adult. ( )S ( )M (

L ( ) XI

RELEASE FORM: I CERTIFY THAT I HAVE DECIDED TO PARTICIPATE IN THE
MURRAY MAIN STREET MILE WITH FULL KNOWLEDGE THAT BEING PHYSICALLY FIT AND SUFFICIENTLY TRAINED IS NECESSARY TO PREVENT ANY INJURY TO
MYSELF.IN CONSIDERATION OF ACCEPTANCE OF THIS ENTRY,I WAIVE ANY AND
ALL CLAIMS FOR MYSELF, MY HEIRS,DEVISES,AND EXECUTORS,ADMINISTRATORS, AND ASSIGNS AGAINST THE CITY OF MURRAY, OFFICIALS OR SPONSORS
OF THE 2011 FREEDOM FFST MURRAY MAIN STREET MILE FOR ANY AND ALL
CLAIMS OF LIABILITY.
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Edgar Downey
Funeral services for Edgar Downey, 82, of Murray, will be today.
May 23, 2011, at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home.
Bro..Paul Bogard will officiate. Interment will follow in the Old Salem Cemetery.
Visitation will be from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. today at
the funeral home.
Downey died Friday. May 20, 2011, at his residence.
He was a farmer and a concrete finisher. He was
also a member of the Hilltop Baptist Church.
He was preceded in death by his wife, Margaret
Garland Downey; his parents. James and Naomi
Garland Downey; two sons, David Downey and
Downey
Richard Downey; and three brothers, William
Downey, Buford Downey, and Budl Downey.
He is survived by a daughter, Paulette Edmonson and husband
Sam of Murray; a sister, Eula McGehee and husband Howard of
Murray, ten grandchildren and nine great-grandchildren.
Online condolences may be made at www.imesmiller.com.

Lurline Stalls
Lurline Stalls, 97. of Madisonville, died Friday, May 20, 2011, at
Regional Medical Center in Madisonville.
Born May 17, 1914, she was a homemaker and
Sunday School teacher for more than 60 years. She
was a member of Calvary Temple Pentecostal
Church of God in Murray and Life Christian Center
in Madisonville.
She was preceded in death by her husband, Ernest
Elbert Stalls; parents, Jesse and Bettie Downs
Boren; two sons, Jesse Ernest Stalls and Johnnie
Wayne Stalls; two brothers. Troy Boren and
Willard Boren; and sister, Lona Boren Morgan.
She is survived by two brothers, Dale Boren and
Stalls
wife Carol of Florence, Ala., James Boren and wife
Betty of Dover. Tenn.; a daughter. Patsy Lewis of Madisonville; two
grandeughters, Lynette Lewis and Suzette Lewis; and a daughter-inlaw, Linda Stalls.
Services are scheduled for Tuesday. May 24, 2011 at II a.m. in the
chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home. Dr. H.O. "Pat" Wilson will
officiate. Interment will follow at Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be held today. May 23, 2011 from 5-8 p.m. and
Tuesday. May 24, 2011 from 10-11 a.m. at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy can be made in the form of contributions
to help with final expenses, C/O Imes-Miller Funeral Home, 311
North 4th St. Murray, KY 42071.
Online condolences may he made at www.imesmiller.com. .

Shirley Jean Denham

Tenn-Tom Waterway
seeing more traffic

Gerald 'Jerry' Bredthauer

There are no services scheduled at this time for Gerald "Jerry"
Bredthauer, 71,of Murray. A memorial service will be held at a later
date.
Bredthauer died Thursday. May 19, 2011, at his home.
COLUMBUS, Miss. (AP)
Born Jan. 24, 1940 in Scotia, Neb., to the late Alvin Bredthauer With
flooding along the
and Arlene Eyerly Bredthauer, he retired from Wilmington High
Mississippi River, transportation
School in Wilmington, Ill., as guidance counselor after 25 years. He on
the Tennessee-Tombigbee
was a guidance counselor and was also a teacher in public schools Waterway
has picked up in some
for a combined total of 31 years. He was a member of the Lutheran
areas.
Church.
"We've just seen a very small
In addition to his parents, he was preceded in death by his father- increase,"
Allan Brewer,chief of
and mother-in-law, Leland and Marie Gore; and by one brother-in- navigation
for the waterway,
law, Dr. Thomas Harwood.
tells WTVA-TV.
He is survived by his wife, Joyce Bredthauer of Murray, whom he
"We normally have boats that
married in Springfield, Ill., on April 30, 1966; daughter, Jennifer run back up us
pushing empties
Vanhook and husband, Michael of Calera, Ala.; three sisters, Phyllis that have
come down the
Harwood, Sandra (lielow and husband, Bruce, and Betty PanepUcci Mississippi
loaded. That's part
and husband, Craig. all of Elgin, III.; and one brother, Jim of our normal
traffic, and we've
Bredthauer and wife, Pera of Belvidere, III.
just seen a small increase of
Expressions of sympathy can be made to The American Cancer that."
Society, 3140 Parisa Drive. Paducah, KY 42003.
Brewer said the additional
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneral- traffic is not a
problem for the
home.com. Arrangements are handled by the J.H. Churchill Funeral route that
runs through
Home,
Tennessee. Mississippi, and
Alabama.

Bettye Johnson

Bettye Johnson, 83, of Farmington, died Friday, May 20, 2011, at
10 a.m. at her home.
She attended Antioch Church of Christ, was a member of
Friendship Homemakers Club and the Sweet Adelines Singing
Group. A 4-H leader, she was a'former teacher's aide at Sedalia and
Farmington schools and a former office clerk at the Graves County
Courthouse.
She is preceded in death by two sisters, Mary Carraway and Treva
Boaz; and parents, James and Lettye McNeely.
She is survived by her husband, Sam Johnson; two sons, Steve
Johnson and wife, Barbara, of Lexington, and Tim Johnson and
wife, Melissa, of Farmington; one brothre, Raymond McNeely, of
Albuquerque. N.M.; six grandchildren; four great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be today, May 23, 2011, at 11 a.m. at Byrn
Funeral Home. Al Colley, Jr., Steve Johnson and Stan Colley will
officiate. Pallbearers will be Joel Johnson, Josh Johnson, Sam
Johnson, Ryan Johnson, Al Colley, Stan Colley, Richie Spann and
Jason Moffitt. Burial will follow in the Antioch Church of Christ
Cemetery.
Visitation was held▪ Sunday. May 22, from 5-8 p.m. at the funeral
home.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to
Antioch Church Of Christ Cemetery Fund, do Richard Puqua, 2039
Beech Grove Road. Farmington, Ky. 42040.

Shirley Jeari Denham. 7.of Murray. died Saturday. May 21, 2011
at the Murray Calloway Co. Hospital.
Born in McCracken County on January 21, 1939, to the late
Charles Palmer Brannon and Sarah Evelyn Mitchell Brannon.
Denham worked as an optometric assistant working beside her late
husband Dr. Herbert C. Denham in his optometry practice, both.
retiring in'2(X)8. She was a member of the Westside Baptist Church
and a member of the Friendship Sunday School Class.
In addition to her parents, she was preceded in death by her hus•
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Advocates.'
band. Dr. Herbert C. Denham,-who died on April 6 2010; and one
Some advocates for children are
A Safe Schools Data Project
sister..Peggy Brown.
She is tiurvived by three sons, John Denham and, wife Lori of asking for 45 school districts in shoWs there were 1,573 inciMurray. Mark Denham and wife Leslie of Franklin, Tenn., and Kentucky to end the use of pad- dents of-corporal punishment in
David Denham and wife Kristine of Irving, Texas; one sister, dling as a-punishment over con-. Kentucky during the 2009-2010
Marlene Wallace and husband James of Paducah; one brother, cerns about excessive force and school year. Corporal punishRobed. C. Brannon of Nashville, Tenn.; eight grandchildren, Chris qveruse on Students With dis- ment has declined in•Kentucky
schools since 2005-2006, when
Denham. Jared Denham, Daniel .Denham. J,ulie Bryant, Ainy abilities: _
Amy Swann of Kentucky more than 3,400 incidents were
Denham, Emily Denham, Sarah Montgomery and Kaitlyn Denham;
Youth Advocates told, the reported.
and two great-grandchildren.
.Lexington Herald-Leader that , The Kentucky% Educational
•
Funeral services will be held on Tuesday. May 24. 201 I at 11-a.m,
at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with Rev. Glynn Orr officiating. 33 percent .of- students paddled Professional Standards Board,
Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens. Visitation will 'during the 2009-2010 :school which regulates teacheis, is conbe held frcim 5-9 p.m. today. May 23, 2011, also at the funeral home. year were special education stu- ducting an investigation into the
Expressions of sympathy can be made to Westside Baptist Church,, dents, but only 13 percent of paddling of a 12-year-old in
Kentucky's public
,school stu- November in Pike County, that
207 Robertson Road,South, Murray, KY 42071
Online condolences can be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneral- • dents receive special education: ended with the 'student in an
Swann said the data prompts a emergency room forstreatment
home.coni. ,
'
worry that "some of those were Of bruises and blisters.
indeed disciplined for behaviors - James Wallace said he and his
Allen Daniel McCoy
that
'were a Manifestation of wife gave 'pertnission • for the
Allen Daniel McCoy,97. of Murray, died Saturday, May 21, 2011
their disability."
='
, Belfry Middle School principal
at 3:51 am. at the Murray Calloway County Hospital.
' Blueprint- •. for • Kentucky's to paddle their son for 'spitting
- McCoy was born in Bumpus Mills, Tenn. on
Children., a sit-year plan to on another Child in a fight. He
November I. 1913 to the late Willie C. McCoy and
improve child well-being in said his son has behavioral probNannie Page McCoy. He retired'as a mechanic from
Kentucky, calls for all school lems, but he considered what
McKee' Equipment after 32 years of employment
districts to stop corporal punish- happened to his son an assault.
and was a WWII Army Veteran and a member of the
ment. Kentucky law allows each
"I couldn't have done a dog
First Baptist Church.
districfto
whether
decide
to
like
use
that, Wallace said.
In addition to his parents, he was preceded iri death by his wife,
corporal punishment.
'
Principal Matt Mercer said in
Pauline Stroud McCoy. who died on August 12, 2009.
"I believe in local control, but- an interview that tie did not use
tie is survived by
sons. Steve McCoy and wife Peggy of
shouldn't bet 4 ZIP code lot-. excessive force and Pike County
it
Florence and Jerry McCoy and wife Joyce of Murray;one brother,
tery,,
where some kids get Schools personnel director
Bill McCoy of Mansfield, Ohio; three grandchildren, Courtney
smacked .and some kids don't Ralph 'Kilgore said an internal
Greer and husband Jason 'of Murray, Brandon McCoy of Murray and
depending upon where they district investigation found that
Steptienie Webb of Florence; and five great-grandchildren
live,"
said Terry Brooks, execu- Mercer followed board_ policy
Graveside services will be held on Tuesday. May.24, 2011 at ,2
p.m. at the Elm Grove Cemetery with Rev. Boyd Smith officiating. tive director of'Kentucky Youth on paddling. Burial will follow. There will be no public visitation.
Expressions of sympathy can be made to* the First Baptist Church.
203 South 4th Street, Murray, KY 42071.
•
Online condolences can be made 'at WwW.thejhchurchillfuneiralhome.com
pri< es as oi 1 lo',s. of

"We can accommodate the
traffic that is over here," said
Brewer. "It would result in some
minor waits through the locks."
Another impact as a result of a
slight increase of traffic on gie
waterway is the economic bo‘t
for places like the Colum
Marina and for the area itself
"They buy their suppl s
here," said T. Caldwell,
marina's general manager.•
is one of the bigger stops he
the Tenn-Tom Waterway.
go out to eat. They do sigh
ing."
If the water level Of
Mississippi River continues,o
rise in some areas, there'sj a
chance the Tenn-Tom WatervAy
would see an increase in other
kinds of traffic.

Obama:'67 borders reflect
longstanding policy
By BRADLEY KLAPPER
Thursday in the context of
Associated Press
Israel's security. He told the
WASHINGTON (AP) — American Israel Public Affairs
President Barack Obama Comtnittee that those border
defended his endorsement of lines must be subject to negotiIsrael's 1967 boundaries as the ated land swaps and said these
basis for a future Palestine, principles reflected U.S. thinktelling America's pro-Israel ing dating to President Bill
lobby Sunday that his views Clinton's mediation efforts.
reflected longstanding U.S.
"If there's a controversy, then
policy that needed to be stated it's not based in substance,"
clearly.
Obama said in a well-received
He also said the Jewish state speech. "What I did on
will face growing isolation Thursday was to say publicly
without "a credible peace what has long been acknowlprocess."
edged privately: I have done so
Obama tried to alleviate con- because Owe cannot afford to •
cerns that his administration 'wait another decade, or a.nottrwas veering in a pro- er two decades, or another
• Palestinian direction, placing three decades, to achieve
his Mideast policy speech - peace.'

Advocates call for ending
paddling in Ky. schools •Retirement Solutions with a.Personal.Thuch

Let me assist you.in all ofyour IRA,
Pension, 401(k) and Retirement needs.
Diana Thomason
Financial Consultant

—

270-761-4121

300 Maple St.• Murray
•

- diana.thorna.son(4 intercarolina.net
- Call today for your free consultation!

Securities offered through Interrambna bowie:rat Services;Member EINRAUSIPC
3:110Flanlegrgund -As... Suite 400•Greensbdro, NC 2741(1 800-426-)705
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Dr. Kevin M. Adams
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(270) 759-2500
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AT&T, Inc.

1132 • 0.08
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/4.97 - 0.51

Mattel

26.69 • 0.29

McDonalds

8233 - 0.18

BB&T

26.56 • 0.75

Bank of America..........

11.58 • 0.11

Briggs & Stratton
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Caterpillar
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Chevron Texaco Corp

102.57- 130

Daimler Chrysler
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Dean Foods
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Microsoft
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J.C. Penney

6.I01
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Regions Financial
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General Electric
Goodrich

Plus,30% OFF* -
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211, 2111 1
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Find a store near you at
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Financial Consultants (L-11):
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
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GOP race more about
who's out than in

AP NEWS ANALYSIS
By LIZ SWOT'
WASHINGTON (AP) - bump in polls following the
Huck's out. So is The Don- killing of al-Qaida terror leader
ald. Haley pulled the plug a Osama bin Laden. They point
few weeks back,following John to an economy that's still sluggish, unemployment that's still
Thune and Mike Pence.
These days it seems the race high and the president's standfor the GOP presidential nom- ing in some battleground states.
Typically, the Republicans
ination is more about who isn't
who have recently declined to
running than who is.
Is it the challenge of beat- run have said they were coning an incumbent president or fident a GOP candidate could
the state of the Republican win the presidency next fall.
But it's hard to see how one
Party?
"What if they held an elec- maxim in presidential politics
tion and no one ran? That's didn't contribute to their decikind of where we are right now," sions: Americans don't usually
Curt Anderson. a veteran GOP like to fire their presidents.
It's happened three times
pollster, says with a chuckle.
That's not to say there are since the end of World War
no GOP candidates. Republi- II. Republican Gerald Ford, who
cans who have taken steps was appointed not elected, lost
toward running include former in 1976, Democrat Jimmy
Gov. Mitt Romney of Massa- Carter lost in 1980 and Repubchusetts, who was a serious con- lican George H.W. Bush lost
tender for the nomination in in 1992.
"That's probably a factor. The
2008, former Gov. Tim Pawlenty of Minnesota and former president deceivingly looks very
House Speaker Newt Gingrich strong right now, and there has The Independent
old common sense.
of Georgia. Former Utah Gov. to be a hesitancy to get into Ashland, Ky.
Closing the prison is expectJon Huntsman is considering a race that's going to be a
ed to save taxpayers about .
plateS have
license
Special
slugfest and could cost a cana run as well.
The following are editorialsfrom newspapers across $575,000 in the next fiscal
prbven to be a popular and
But with each I'm-not-run- didate $1 billion, That might effective way to promote causyear. Also, the cost of buildof view concern- ing
nik.. announcement comes a be giving some people pause," es while generating -extra rev- Kentucky offering divergent points
a new police academy from new round of questions with- says Frank Donatelli, the chair- 'enue for both state government ing..issues of imPortance in the Commonwealth.
scratch would, have come in
in-.GOP circles: Will New Jer- man of GOPAC,. an organiza- and for .the causes the special •
at about. $35 million,
use took "an odd turn" when slaves.
sey's Chris Christie and Flori- tion that trains_Republitans to plates promote."
So, yes; closing. the FrankThe meandering of Paul's fort lockup Is: about saving da's Jeb Bush stay oh the side- run for elective office. "les a ' However, the popularity of Kentucky's Sen. Rand Paul
;ines as they insist? What about small field ,right :now. But the program does -not mean equated the "right to health mind is a source of endless money.
fascination. His rant -against
Sarah Patin and Indiana Gov.-' Obama is so vulnerable, that that every organization that care" with slavery.
Current employees, howevealing low-flow toi- er, won't be sacrificial' lambs.
idea
freedom-st
to
going'
theis
to
emerges
regard
"With
whoever,
any• Mitch Daniels? Is there
qualifies for a special plate
whether or not you have a lets at a committee meeting in They will, be offered positions
one -else who may emerge, say be a credible challenger."
should receive one. This is
of
;lack
the
say
others
right to health- care you have March generated lots of potty at other facilities, officials have
Still
.
a late entry by' Texas Gov.
particularly true if the design
to realize what that implies. I humor. For a while, he was said. ,l3eshear also made clear
a crop of strong Candidates
Rick Perry?
• of the special plate is'certain
a run for presi- that closing the prison won't
do
to
have
may
am a physician. You have a toying with .
"I've made my decision," with no flaws
to-offend many Kentuckians and right to come to my house and dent.the
within
painsgrowing
with.
Tueson
Dallas
in
said
Perry
• result .in a stampede Of hard:create the impression that the
• But, seriously, folks, Paul ened criminals onto the streets.
It means you
me:
conscript
day, insisting anew that he GOP.
'state is promOting a controbelieve in slavery. You are going represents almoq 700,000 peoThey say terrible elections
won't run even • though -there's
- The governor, who is seekversial
.organization by, helptalk among Republicans in. for Republicans in 2006 and ing- it raise money through the - -to enslave not only me but ple, nearly one in six Ken- ing re-election, made it a point
Washington, if not in Texas, 2008 robbed the. party of its 'sale of special license plates. the janitor at my hospital, the tuckians, who have no health tO remind potential voters that
person - who cleans my office, insurance.at all.
that be's waiting to be,- sum- bench of up-and-coming concorrections savings and the
',,Sous of Confederate -VeterKentucky -is a leader in dis- overhaul of Kentucky's Penal
for
ripe
be
would
assistants, the nurses. You
who
the
tenders
did
moned into the race. Perry
ans, a Tennessee-based organsay .the field is not fnlly set a run- this time, former, Vir- ization that promotes pride in are basically saying-you believe ease,. disability and premature code called for by House Bill
among
Allen
:Sen.-George.
in slavery," said our freshman death: A senator- who offers 463, which he signed into law
and 'there are .still a number -ginia
Confederate history, has yet to
'
senator, who practices ophthal- practical, down-to-earth ideas in March, did not,just happen.
of-folks out there whO 'haven't • them; ;
the qualifications for a-speabout 'health care challenges They're. the result, he .said, of
Donatelli sums- it up with meet
mology in -Bowling Green,
made a decision."
cial license plate, but the fact
Paul- asserted that expand- would be' fas more useful to "Strategic efforts - .and initiaSo far, it's a far smaller this: "We have a shortage iof that Kentucky members of the
ing federally funded, commu- the state and nation. ,
field than Many GOP observers candidates."
tives."
• organization ate even seeking
But siace- Paul pricked this : In 1995, the state's prison
the
that
goes
nity , health- centers Co ensure
argument
The
,
of
up
made
it's
and
expected,
to
'enough
is
plate
a special
candidates, _ who aren't yet GOP's rising. stars and -future raise the ire of those who oppose that everyone . had a "right" to philosophical thread,let's fol- population.was _around 5,700;
and
governors
are
care would be ;unconstitution- low it: If the right to health by 2010,-Kentucky was' hous-.
candidates
pria
of
quenching the thirst
plate and its design.
the special'
mary _elecjorate looking for the senators- elected in the past ' There is a good reason why al and enslave dectors. He said care would enslave doctors, ing more than 20,700 prison=
strongest Republican to chalz • two years in:elections-in which so 'many object to the pro- doctors should care for patients what does the right- tO elect ers - and, no surprise, state
lenge President Barack -Obama T Republicans 'performed Strong- posed special plate. It would • out of their own moral code. our Congress do to senators? spendins for corrections went
• "Our founding documents . Here's .a Thought, -voters: from'$140 million in 1996 to
ly, a junior varsity bench that
as he seeks a second term.
display the images of the Con• "It.does look like on- the - will be ready for the-big leagues federate battle flag and of Con-. said you have a• right to pur- Free Rand Paul.
,
$440 million- by 26001 sue happiness, but there's no
Republican side there is More, itt four years.
evils„
necessary
are
;
•
Prisons
federate president Jefferson guarantee about physical com- Courier-Journal
"We'll see the starting gateS.
demand than Ripply for potenand closing one comes with
Davis, a native of Kentucky,
fort. When you say you have Louisville, Ky.
for 2016 be like the starting
tial nominees," says Ed
-some political risk. For while
for the
spokesman
a
While,
Beshear's prisons are- hulk to keep the
Gov., Steve
. to something there is
sine, a former Republican . gates.at Aqueduct,". says Rich -Kentucky division Of Sons'of a 'right'
National Committee chairman: Galen, a veteran of GOP pres- Confederate Veierans claims the an -implication of forc,e..I will announcement that the state •• public safe from truly bad,
and adviser to President GeOrge, idential -campaigns. who refer- special plates would educate always treat people who come will close one of its 13 pris, actors, more than a few were
. eneed the legendary horse track
.
into the ER because that is ons - the 205-bed minimum- built as well to, be economic'
W. Bush.
the public about the -group's what we.always have done and' security
Frankfort Career engines. for hard-up communi• But he insisted: "Whoever in 'Queens.
existence and promote mem.believe in the- Hip- Development Center - and retro- ._ ties.
I
because
But first, the GOP must' get
emerges as the Republican nombership, they also would profit it to become .a centralized
_
thee has a 50/50 shot at being through the 2012 ele'ctions. And' mote.an image the state should pocratic Oath.',, .
Still, every incremental step
• •
training facility for Kentucky away. from the lock-'em-upWhere to begin?
.
the decisions by Republicans'
the president."
avoid.
to
way
its
of
out
go
At the yisk of offending State _Police is another indica- and-throw-away-the-key men-,
. Gillespie and other Repub- who have chosen .,not to run
field,
intelligence, let's. just tion thaf reactionary and expen- tality that has prevailed for.
the
in
voids
readers;
created
have
is
Obama
that
licans contenti
•.• •
Herald-Leader
say that people who are paid. sive criminal justice practices decades is a good thing.
not ill as- strong a po.sition as stirring talk -anew. of others to Lexington, Ky.
are giving way to
to- do'a
-a recruit into the race. . ,
getting
, it might :seem after
. job they freely Chose at last
I
•
A subcommittee hearing on an are
fiscal realities and good
centitry
'free
•
how to reduce emergency room.
Opinions expressed on the Forum page. do not
To .the Editor:
• To the Editor:. • - .•
necessarily reflect the .editorial opinion of the
Several weeks ago, on FriCity
Hazel'sthe
attended
I
day; -April 29', I had the honor
Murray Ledger & Times.
Council meeting on- May- 2,
and privilege of- being queen
•2011 and read the news artiof the Murray/Calloway Colin,
cle in the May 3 issue- of The
Mt RIM
ty Relay for Life Event..
Murray Ledger & Times. One,
It was an evening to rememanother.
or
way
Mr.
proposal."
the
rejecting
statement that caught my eye
It is' interesting to note that ber as we survivors made the
was "After the vote, members Berry and I agree that it was
• of the council that voted to voluntary because. there is no following Ms. Vaughn's motion first trip around the track at
1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murray, KY 42071-1040
reject Gough'S offer voluntar- law that requires a person to to accept Ray Gough's propos- Murray State University. The
Phone (270)753-1916• Fax (270) 753-1927
ily stated their reasons for explain why they voted one al there was no second to the minute we rounded the track
motion until Ms. Vaughn at the stadium, I saw a small
Mon.- Fri. 8:00 a.m.- 5:00 p.m.• Closed Sat. & Sun.
attempted to second it. Mayor sunset with a peach-colored
Vasseur of course did not accept cross in the clouds. 1 believed
arouseremurrayledgercom
Alice Rouse, Publisher
and asked if someone else that God had blessed the event.
it
editorOmurrayledgercom
Greg Travis, Editor
We experienced communiwould second so there could
communitynews@murrayledgercom
Sanci Teague, Community Editor
be a vote on the matter. Lori ty, united in strength to help
arlsk:Dmurrayledgercom
Chris Woodall, Advertising Mgi.
Charlton seconded the motion, fight cancer with the Ameri✓ Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
-lassifiefl@murrayledgercom
Ashley Morris. Classifieds Mgr.
but no one had any discus- can Cancer Society, and the
to
e-mailed
or
270-753-1927,
42071, faxed to
circulation@rnurrayledgercom
sion prior to the vote. After theme, 'There's no place like
Circulation
editor@murrayledger.com.
rhoggess@murrayledgercom
the vote, with 5 reject and 1 hope."
Rita Boggess. Business Mgr.
✓ Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
As a 10-year survivor of
yes, Ms. Vaughn insisted that
each council member give an Non-Hodgkins
address and phone number for verification purposes. ELymphoma,
subscription Rates
explanation of why they voted which I fought three times,
have address and phone number.
must
letters
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to reject the proposal, and not and of a stroke, I am aware
✓ No letters will be printed anonymously.
until Mayor Vasseur - asked if of how greatly research helps
be
must
✓ Letters should not exceed 300 words and
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typed or legible.
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Ms. Vaughn gave no explana- Relay For Life. Thank you for
or reject any letter on the basis of length, style, spelling,
tion why she voted to approve, your participation and compasgrammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to
Published Monday through Ss urday every afternoon, except Sundays. Mernonal DEIN.
either before or after the vote sion. I have great compassion
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to support their council mem- have survived without the tenacMISS YOUR PAPER? Let us know..soon..possible sow? can get one to you or my,
bers as they are facing extreme- ity of my doctors and the supthe community as a whole, will not be
toward
directed
you credit. Call 753-1916.
ly difficult times in their attempt port of family and friends. My
accepted.
to tend to the normal business Creator continues to heal me,
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Confederate plates, Rand Paul and prison reform
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H.O.R.S.E.S., Inc. seeks
volunteers for summer

Calloway Red Cross
seeks volunteers, donors

H.O.R.S.E.S., Inc. Therapeutic Riding
Center is seeking summer volunteers to help
out one or two hour i week. Volunteers will
have fun working with people and animals
and help those with special needs improve
their qualit), of life. Local area church youth
groups, 4-H members, Girl and Boy Scout
Troops and interested individuals are encouraged to volunteer. No horse experience necessary. Volunteers must be 14 years old. For
Datebook more information,call(270)437-3881; e-mail
Sand Teague,
horese_inc@yahoo.com; or visit www.horsCommunity
esinc.org.
editor

Anglers Riding Club will meet

Wranglers Riding Club will meet Monday, May 23, at 5:30 p.m.,
at the riding arena, located at the junction of Van Cleve Road and
U.S. Highway 80. They will identify and organize people interested
in horse related activities in Calloway County. New and past members are encouraged to attend. For more information, call 435-4160.

CCHS offering summer schools

Summer School will be offered at Calloway County High School
for Calloway County High School students. The dates will be June
6 through June 20. Students need to pick up information and sign up
for summer school in the Library Media Center of the high school.
For more information, call 762-7374, ext. 135 and speak with Mrs.
Spiceland; or call the Guidance Office of Calloway County High
School at 762-7374, ext. 106.

MHS volleyball to hold rebate
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The Murray High School volleyball team will host a "Share bay'
rebate day at Culver's on Tuesday, May 24,from open to close. No
coupon necessary. Mention "Share Day" event and portion of
receipt will benefit the volleyball team.

Photo provided
HOME DEPARTMENT: Pictured from left are hostesses of
the April meeting of the Home Department of the Murray
Woman's Club, Lillian Robertson, Shirley Robinson and Rose
Whitt. Sandra Opperman provided the devotion

College News

Adams earns degree

Special to the Ledger
Edgar Smith of Murray and
Jessie Ann Adams of Murray. Clara Ann Adams and the late
Kids'Company registration continues
graduated
from
Southern Colie Adams of Murray.
The Murray Middle School and Murray Elementary School Kids'
Illinois University Carbondale
Southern Illinois University
Company 2011 Summer Registration has begun and will continue .
on May 14. She received a Carbondale, established in
through July 22, Monday through Friday, from 3-5:30 p.m. in the Master of
Science degree in 1874, is a major public higher
cafeterias of MMS and MES.
Communication Disorders and education institution dedicated
Sciences. While at SIUC, she to quality academic endeavors
TOPS meeting Tuesday
Murray Chapter #616 of-TOPS (Take Off Pounds..Sensibly) Will maintained a 4.0 GPA and was in teaching and research, to supa
Proactive portive programming for stumeet Tuesday,. May.24; from 9-10 a.m. at First Christian Church. awarded
Recruitment
of
Multicultural.
dent needs and development, to
Visitors are welcome. For information, call Sheila at 227-1723.
Professionals of Tomorrow - effective social and economic
Fellowship.
initiatives • 'in
community,
Parkinson's group will meet l'uesday
She is the daughter of Bonnie regional and statewide contexts
Parkinson's Support Group will meet Tuesday, May 24, at noon at.
the Weaks Community Center. Persons coming for lunch should Adams and the late Pat D. and to affirmative action and
arrive by 11:30 a.m. For information, call Dixie Hopkins, 753-6091. Adams of Murray. She is the - equal _opportunity.
granddaughter of Martha and

UDC J.N. Williams Chapter will meet

The J.N. Williams Chapter, United Daughters of the Confederacy
_will meet Wednesday. May 25, at 11 a.m. at Ryan's ,Steakhouse.
Frances Spillman, president, invites all ladies who are interested in
their Confederate Heritage to attend. For more information, call
435-4130.

WKEC board will meet
The WKEC Board Of Directors will meet Wednesday, May 25, at
the WKEC Conference.Center in- Eddyville. Refreshments will be
available at 9 a.m. Meeting will follow at 9:30 and should conclude
by 11 a.m.
Leadership Tomorrow 5K, bike ride date set
Leadership Tomorrow Alumni is sponsoring its fourth Dash for
the Dogs & Cats 5K run. 15/40 mile bike ride and one mile dog
walk-to benefit the Humane Society of Calloway County's'Friends
of the Shelter and GoocrSamarito Programs on Saturday, June 4, at
Calloway County High School. Check-in and on-site registration for
the bike ride is 7 a.m. with the ride'starting at 7:30 a.m. Check-in
and on-site registration for the'run and dog walk begins at 8'a.m.
The -5K run Starts at 50 a.m. and the dog walk 'at 9:30 am.
Registration is $20 per event or $30 for both- ride and run.
Sponsorships are available at two levels: $50 and $100 sPonsors
will appear on the-event T-shirt. For T-shirts in a specific size or to
be a sponsor, pre-register by Friday. May 27. All forms and details
available at- Murray-Calloway Chamber of Commerce; Humane
Society,•607 Poplar St., Murray; at www.FOrThePets.org or call
759-1884 or 293-0048.

Challenger soccer camp date slated
• Murray-Calloway Youth Soccer will host a Challenger Camp lune
27-July 1 at pee Creek Soccer Complex for children ages 3-14,
Children willbe coached by a member of Challenger's team of
1,000 British soccer coaches':For more information, contact Mickey
McCuiston at (6309 561-0203; email jemedcalf@challenger,
sports.com; or visit www.Challengersports.conf.

- My_ Little Hearts Beauty Pageant deadline set ,
. The deadline to register foi Tymeless Hearts, Inc.'s My Little
Hearts Beauty Pageant is May.27. The pageant will be held at the
Tymeless Hearts Carnival on Jurie 25 at Chestnut Park. The carnival
will be from ..1.0 a.m. to 5 p.m. and the beauty pageant will begin at
2 p.m. Boys and girls ages,newborn to 13 are invited to sign up. The
entry fee is $25 and benefits Tymeless Hearts, Inc. to help families
of children with heart defects:Contestants will be judged on overall
appearance, personality, prettiest eyes, prettiest smile and most photogenic. There will be prizes and awards presented and a King and
Queen of Hearts will be determined. A donation jar will be placed at
the Plaid Rabbit to vote for the most photogenic contestant from
and details, e-mail
June 4-18. For entry form
tymelesshearts@live.com.

communitynews@murrayledger.com

Ladies of Murray Country Club
The Ladies of Murray Country.
Club
played
the
Lamb
Memorial Tournament' on
Wednesday. May 18, with Freda
Steely and Peggy Shoemaker.
hostesses, announcing the following results:
The . Lamb, Memorial
Traveling Trophy was won by
Betty Jo. Purdom in the
Championship Flight. Second
low net was Debbie Hixoti...• '
First Flight winner was Terri
Pickens with loW .net. Second
low net was Jennifer CrOuse.
Second Flight winner 'was Susan' Johnson with low net'.
Second • low net was Barbara
Gray. Marcia • Beam had, 16w
putts.
For the nine-holers, low net
winner was Cheryl Pittman.
Second low net was Rainey
Apperson. Sue Overlie), had low
putts, Chip ins were Barbara
Gray, Marcia Beam, Linda Pcitcher and Jennifer Crouse.
The Ladies will Play a scramble on Wednesday. May 25.
The lineup is as follows:
Hole #1A - Ve Sevems, Donna
Keller,, Pat. Miller and Bobby
Lee;
- Jennifer Crouse,
Marilyn' Adkins, Patsy Chaney
and Cyndi Cohoon;
• Hole #3 - Linda Burges, Judy
Muehleman, Rainey. Apperson
and Cheryl Pittman;
Hole #5' - Debbie Nixon.
Freda' Steely, Sheila Henry,
Norma Frank and Susan
Johnson:Hole #S - Betty Jo Purdom.
Sue Overbey, Ann Stanley,
Peggy Shoemaker and Patsy
Green;
Hole 49 - Terri Pickens, Linda

Porcher,- Gayle ' Blackburn,
Vickie Baker and Barbark
Those interested' in playing
should call Patsy Chaney. hostess, at 759-9590:

Special to the Ledger
The Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross was
chartered in June 1917. For 94 years, there has been a local chaptei
of the Red Cross serving one county in the areas of Health & Safety
Training, Disaster Services, Service to the Military and Blood
Services. Dozens of dedicated volunteers and dozens of paid instructors work with the one full-time director and a part-time assistant tc
make these much needed services continue in Calloway County.
More volunteers are needed in the areas of board of directors leadership as well as service delivery volunteers.
The only way that the local chapter can continue providing disaster relief, community training and frequent blood drives is by community members giving on an annual basis. Red Cross is not a government agency, but it is a charity and depends on the communities
that it serves to support it financially. There are several annual
donors in Calloway County that give $10, $20, $30 up to $2,00(
every year. Local businesses also participates in a HEROES TEAM
every year by raising enough'voney to be a bronze, silver or gold
level, which is up to $1,500 for the Red Cross. However, there are
categories of giving that have never been touched such as the Supei
Hero levels which start at $1,500 and go up to $4,500.
The local chapter has never raised more than $16,000 during one
campaign in its 94 years of existence. The current amount in donations and pledges for fiscal year 2011 is $14,000. The goal of this
year's HEROES for the American Red Cross Campaign of $30,00C
must be met by June 20. This will help to insure that the local chapter can continue for another year.
There were 800 chapters in the United States when Jennifei
Wilson took the job as Executive Director of the local chapter in
August 2008. Due to consolidation of chapters, there are now only
650 chapters in the United States. One of the reasons that consolidation must occur is because a community does not adequately suppori
the local chapter financially. Where the Calloway County Chaptet
takes care of 36,348 citizens, the Louisville Area Chapter takes care
a I million person jurisdiction. The Paducah Area Chapter, Grave
County Chapter and Lakeland Area Chapter in Marshall County
already take care of several counties. To ensure that Calloway
County remains prepared, community members must do their part tc
support the local chapter of the American Red Cross during times ol
campaigning, not just times of disaster.
To become a volunteer or to make a donation, contact the local
Red Cross office at 753-1421.

Ladles of the Oaks
The Ladies of the Oaks Country•Club held their regular golf play
on Wednesday, May 18, with Edwina Bucy as hostess announcing
the following winners: First place - Patsy Woodall, Cynthia Damall,
Diane Cothran with-,.extra shot. taken; and second place - Judy
Hooper, Anna Lou Coleinan, Sharpn Kelso and Kitty Steele.
Tue,sday night golf was canceled.due to inclement weather.
.The ladies will play again Wednesday. May 25, with Patsy Neale
as hostess: Ladies must sign up in advance by calling Neale at(270)
753-2828. Pairings will be tnade at the tee.

Great Deals on the
Biggest Selection of
e

FABRICS!
Quilter's Heaven!

h0t3 of Cotton
Prints SI Solids!

SHANE LEE OUTLET
308 MAIN STREET • MURRAY • 753-3753
Monday thru Friday 8 00-4 30

FOR A LIMITED TIME
Programmable digital open-fit BTE
ONLY $1,595'

CALL TODAY 270-753-8805

STONE-LANG CO.
HEARING REHABILITATION

210 South 12th
Murray, KY
270-753-8055

t I

HAPPENINGS
2 0,Annis Peeler
Our road trip this week was to
Jeff Taylor's Strawberry Farm in
Fulton. Kentucky. We purchased
enough strawberrles for Darlene
and Sondra to make us some delicious strawberry desserts! We
enjoyed the ride. and Ma Tayldr
shared the history of his berry farm
with us.
Debbie concluded her •Bible
Study class series. "Victorian
Christian Living",this week. It has
been a very good study and we arealready looking forward to What
she selects for our next series.
Nami from -the Bookthobile
stocked us up on some books this
week. She is great to keep us entertained in our "spare" time.
We appreciate Sheila Crossland
from West Kentucky Allied
Services presenting a mini-seminar on Identity Theft and Medicare
Fraud. It was very interesting and
we.all learned some ways to protect ourselves.
We also traveled to Aurora this
week to shoot some of the pictures
for our 2012 Hickory Woods calendar. We had such a good time on
location and laughing at each other
in our "extravagant"costumes! The
worst part of being in the calendar
is having to wait until November
when the calendar is unveiled to
see our picture!
Thanks to Oneida White for
coming out and entertaining us
Friday afternoon. We always love
to hear Oneida and welcome her
any time.
Saturday night we had dinner
served in our apartments and then
we came out for an evening of
musical entertainment with Eddie
Craft and the Cruisers. They
played some awesome music, but
were also very funny and entertaining. It was such a nice way to
kick off spring with our "Spring
Fling."
Our birthday wish this week
goes out to employee Esther
Kanagy. Happy Birthday, Esther,
and many more!
...Nothing else looks orfeels
like home but we come close

www.stonelang.com

84 Utterback Rd. • Murray, Ky
Phone:(270) 784-8700 • 1-888-231-5014
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Legal
Notice

Leqal
Notice

qualified contractors for the Waterfield Oral
Communications Center renovation project, on
the campus of Murray State University. There
will be a pre-bid conference at 10:00 AM, May
31, 2011. Bids will open June 9, 2011 at 2:00
P.M. Contractors may receive a copy of the bid
advertisement by
contacting Steven Stapleton (270i 809-4099 and

Commonwealth
Productions, a leader
in the outdoor, fishing,
and hunting video production industry is looking for an experienced
graphic designer. 2year degree in Graphic
Design a must 4-year
preferred
but
not
required. Please email
rbillington@ebsco.com
for job qualifications
and benefit package.

referencing CC-223S-11

Notice

J POTTS NURSERY
& GREENHOUSE
lours:

1 -5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
Sam-4pm Sat.
Annual Bedding Plants,
Hanging Baskets. Tomato
&, Pepper Plants
Specializini2 in Gcranititns;

(270) 489-2756
(270) 293-6882
1107 Potts Rd.
Just off Hwy 80 Near Stella

Q 4101Q Sri
Ifayyy _n
64110
,
r

Ibk

30th
64i
irthdayes
Whitney! 040
We Love You,
Your 'Family

COMMUNITY Options,
Inc., a national nonprofit dedicated to
empowering individuals w/ developmental
disabilities is currently
seeking
Community
Support
Staff
in
Benton, KY. FT, PT&
Sub
opportunities
available!
Responsibilities
include assisting w/
daily living skills & the
development of independent community living, administering medication and complete
the appropriate documentation, and accompanying individual to &
from appointments /
activities. H S diploma /
GED, a valid Driver's
License w/ a good driving record and a clean
background
are a
must! EOE Please submit
resume
to:
Carla.Spencer@como
p.org or fax to:
270-906-2284
Community
Youth
Services is now hiring for
Full time and PRN youth
workers to work in our
residential
treatment
facilities in the Calloway,
Graves, and McCracken
areas. Candidates must
be dependable and a caring individual to provide
behavior management to
at nsk teens. Candidates
must have reliable transportation.

Notice

Robbie Jones.
Congratulations!
We are very proud
of you. Good luck.
May God Bless You.
Love, Pa Glen
& Ma Edna } DISCLAIMER

PERSIAN
RUG SHOW
Many different
designs sizes

Wed May 25th

Billboard
for
rent
between Hazel and
Murray. $200.00/mo.
270-492-8211.
050
Loll and Found
Found Beagle mix near
11th and Poplar Male,
not neutered, weanng a
collar with no tags.
Light tan and white
Found Monday around
7:00 P.M. Call Barbara
at 752-0195

9.00 ast - 6.00 psi
gobert 0 Miller
Conference Center
201 S 4th St
THE BOOK
RACK
519 S 12th St.
Trade and Sell
Used Books
Mon -Fri 930-5.00
Sat. 9:30-4.00

GET THIS 1XI
Al)FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

ACCEPTING applica
lions for all positions.
Please apply in person
at Ruby Renee's resturaunt. 1196 State Rt.
121 N. No phone calls
please
A.
C.
Jones
Management Group is
accepting applications
for the position of
Security Officer 3rd
shift & Part-time Mail
Clerk. Please visit
www.chuckjones.net
for more information
and on how to apply.

Help Wanted

ADVERTISING SALES
The Murray Ledger & Times is currently
accepting resumes for energetic, outgoing individual for Advertising Sales Representative.
Responsibilities for this position include servicing established accounts, developing advertising plans and developing new accounts in
Murray and surrounding areas. You must enjoy
working with the public and be self-motivated.
Prior sales experience is required. Degree in
Advertising, Marketing, or Public Relations
preferred, but not required. Salary will be
based on education and sales experience.

When accessing the
-help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.com,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.corn.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear or
this website_
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& limes. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply In
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.
Interested in being a
REALTOR at CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors???
1. Go online to CENTURY 21.Com
2. Take the ten minute
quiz.

3. For more information call
753 1492....Ask for
Earieene

1BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY
- PREPLANNING -

INSURANCE

Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100% of
the Deductibles?

Avoid inflationary cost.

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

Lock in price; single pay or
payment plan.
Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. $1,024 on Part A; $135 on
Part B. Call me for more information.

2BR Ap
ocations.
Real Esta
2BR, 2E
Garage, I
yard, extr
753-5395

270-753-2411

1st Full

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

Esse:
Apa

Terry IsaacsiKaren Isaacs, Owners

15(/5 Di

CAMP SEPTIC CLEANING

OF MURRAY, KY
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-Z
Murray, KY 42071

753-9224
PLEASE LEAVE MESSAGE
NICK MCCLURE OWNER
SINCE 1993

An Equal Opportunity Employer

THANKS FOR YOUR BUSINESS

Call Ashley Morris or
Natasha Hutson at
753-1916
and place your ad today!
2x2 $12.00 a week 2x1
$6.00 a week
13 week contract
Runs on Monday

I BR Ai
270i DE)
Equal

GARLANI
presently
room apar
able
CE
appointmt
270-753-2

Office Manager/Bookkeeper
Local construction company is seeking qualified
applicant for an office manager/bookkeeper Position
requires providing accounting support in financial:I
statement preparation, technical accounting guidance, financial and operational management reporting , budgeting and forecasting, financial analysis,
cost management, payroll, taxes, insurance, licensing and capital project planing.
Qualifications:
-Bachelors degree in Business related field or
equivalent experience.
-Accounting software experience preferred.
-Strong interpersonal, oral and written
communication skills.
-Ability to prioritize assignments/projects and
multi-task within restricted time constraints.
Equal Employment company offering competitive
wages and benefits. All applicants must respond hy
emailing a complete resume withcover letter
stating skills and experience to
datee1e4wdateele.com
E0E/M/FiD

060

060

Help Wanted

1

11121Appliances

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

benefit package. Must be licensed in the
Way Nursing & Rehabilitation Center 2607
Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

A)CBY'S
Alics 111
- -11*

Zaxby's is now accepting applications for
Full- and Part-Time Managers at the new
Murray location expected to open July of
this year. Benefits Including, Flexible
Hours. Paid Vacation, and Manager Health
Care Allowance. Apply at Murray Chamber
of Commerce or email your resume to
chickentrail@gmail.com.

e

lackson Purchase Medical Center

Controller
Full-tune position responsible for the
operation and supervision of the Accounting
Department. Assists in assuring facility-wide
compliance with company financial policies.
procedures, internal audit requirements and
day to day business accounting. Bachelors in
Accounting and hospital accounting
experience required.
MT or MLT
Full-time lab technician 7P - 7A.
$2,000 sign on bonus.
lacellent salary and benefit package Submit
resumes to JPMC's Human Resources
Department or fax to 270-251-4507,
Jackson Purchase Medical Center
'Jamul Resources Department
099 Medical Center Circle, Mayfie4d, KY 42066
EEO M/F/V/D
5rLACEST0W-dil'.

ttrowStIN Art,
;

2008 Clayton 16x80,
36R. 2BA, vinyl siding.
Like new.
270-489-2525

WARD-EL1KINS

605 E South 12th St

(270) 753-1713
Lawn & Garden
FOR SALE:
SIMPLICITY
lawn
mower. 38" cut.15HP
Kohler engine. Only
490HRS. Like new.
S800.00. 436-2328

FULL-TIME
facility
supervisorposition
requires HVAC' EPA
certification. Candidate
must be able to perform diagnosis and
repair major appliances, air conditioning
systems,
plumbing,
electrical, pool maintenance, and general
maintenance.
The
position requires the
ability to serve on call
as necessary. Benefits,
401K, Drug free workplace. Email resume to
newhire0102@gmail.co
HVAC
journeyman.
Great benefits including
paid
vacation.
401k, and health insurance. Call
270-527-9346

PECO
Accepting
resumes
All sales careers
& other positions
Send to
P.O.Box 363
Murray. KY
42071
Preschool
Teachers
needed. Must have a
CDA or experience.
Please send resume to
P.O. Box 1641 Murray,
KY. 42071
Someone with experience in Apartment
Must
maintenance.
transportation
have
and tools. Please send
or bring resume to 108
N. 12th St.
120
Computers
MDM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
140
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633

Quiet a
Lynn Gro
utilities p;
plus depc
270-492-i

Mobile Homes For Rent

BR. Matt
ferred. 271

NICE 2 bedroom, no
pets. 753-9866

Farm Equipment
GOOD used air conditioner, stove, refrigerator, electric & gas
heater, storm windows.
753-4109

06 Case IH JX75.
900HRS. $15.00.00.
293-5507

Want to buy running
and non-running cars
and trucks. KEY AUTO
PARTS 759-9694

14x70 28R. 1BA
270-436-6246

Mobile Homes For Sale

16X80 3BR, 2BA
Fleetwood. Must move.
Reduced!!! 753-1856,
227-2394.

WANTED: junk car &
truck batteries. Top
prices paid.
(270)759-9694

1995 Mobile Home.
16x70 Fleetwood 2BR.
270-978-1212

150
Articles
For Sale
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS
bargains
at
has
Trends-N-Treasures.
coins.
Buy/appraise
270-753-4161

2001 16x60 Fleetwood,
2BR, 1BA. Must be
moved Call 293-0620

Give

DIRT
DADDY'S

TOP SOIL

3m1 NorM of Murray
Call 759-1204
320
Apartments For Rent
1 OR 2br apts. nea
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1BA, price reduced,
locations.
various
Coleman RE
753-9898.
1BR, IBA Apt. starting
at $295.00. 2BR, 1BA
Townhouse starting at
$475.00. Cal! Hamlet
North Apartments.
270-753-7559

her a

LEDGER &TIME
Home Delivery
Local Mail
CAI,.
3 mo.
$30.00
3
6 mo.
$55.00
$55.00
1 yr...-...-...$105.00 6 mo.

yr.

Rest
of KY/TN
Purrear Kr Buchanan
3 mo.
6 mo
1 yr

I

1 Check
1
Name

$70.50
$90.00
$120.00

$105.00

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 mo.
$75.00
6 mo.
$96.00
yr.
$145.00

Money Order

Visa

City

753-9075
(270)227-2193

1 State

129, 3rd
New win
c/h/a. 38
year. $65(
3 1 0 - 27
n8noz re at

2BR & 3
Coleman
753-9898

2BR, 1BA
of Murra
759-4826.

CLOSE t
bedroom
Referenci
lease As
No pets,
a month,
436-5085

A&F WE
Near M:
753

Mit'

STOP/
PRO

1 St. Address

Best the county has
Call Terrell Tidwell

Fully furr
for rent
Gatesbore
52" t.v..
shop. d
Children p
417-337-3

HOUSE ft
($47.000
IBA, war
vinyl
si
C/H/A,
stove. I.
clean $5
last mon
deposit $;
Puryear,
Reference
(731)676.

subscription to the

MuRRAY

strawberries.
Jones
your
own
Pick
Picked
$1.25/qrt.
$2.50/qrt. 328-8543 or
804-8967. 1816 State
Rt. 381, Sedalia. 1 8/10
South
NG
ventless logs.
Haviland
$250.00.
Bavarian Blue Garland
China 80pc with original green back stamp.
978-0546,
$350.00.
978-1119

Mobile Home Lots For Rent

:Irwqrvqpirromir:
:MOM WILL LIVE IT:

IPAD 2, brand new,
16GB, 3G witje stand &
case. $500.00.
270-339-0778

NOW
1, 2 & 3be
We acct
8 vc
Apply at h
902 NOI
Mc
Wednes
Phone
Equal
Opp
TOO #1-8

2BR AND LOT
$16,500.00
Reasonable Offer
You Can Own It
Dont Miss Out
270-978-7787
*SOLD*

Want to Buy

Lake Way Nursing and Rehabilitation Center is
afternoon LPN. We also offer an excellent

Mobile Homes For Sale

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

Wanted Full Time Bookkeeper
Land Between The Lakes Association
Land Between The Lakes Association la non-federal
employeri seeks a Full-Time Bookkeeper with broad
experience in Payroll Management, Accounts
Payable and Receivable, Cash Management, Bank
Statement Reconciliation, Employer Tax
Management, Gift Shop sales Cash Management.
Maintenance of Account Records for multiple funds
classes, Donor Records Management. Required
competencies include QuickBooks, MS Excel, MS
Word, General Accounting Principles and
Procedures. Submit Letter of Interest. Current
Resume and 3 Work References to Land Between
The Lakes Association, Attn: Bookkeeper Search.
345 Maintenance Road, Golden Pond. KY 42211
060

currently accepting applications for a full-time

M

Callow

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071

753-7890 •8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental
plans, salary plus commission, are all part of
an excellent benefit package.

State of Kentucky. Apply in person at Lake
Minimum
Requirements:
High
School diploma/GED, I
year experience in childcare, 21 years of age.
Candidates must be able
to pass all background
checks,
Applications
may be picked up at 78
CAKY Drive, Benton,
KY, 42025. Phone: 270527-8388. Deadline for
applications is May 31,
2011 EGE'NUF/DV

020

Key Tires has closed
our tire shop and leased
the building. to
Hernandez Used Tires,
which is not affiliated
with Key Auto Parts or
Tires. Key Auto Parts
will continue to honor
tire rotation and
balance for the life of
your tires ONLY with a
valid receipt.
We appreciate your
business! Feel free to
contact Jerry Key at
270-293-1211:

060
Help Wantsd

Murray State university is accepting bids from

Ncw

VISA

Behir

010

010

C

119
(270) -;
Cell: (27(
9 a.m.'-

Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to:

Used caninets 121/2
LF base. 13 LF wall.
3LF over Frig, 21/2 LF
full height. $350.00.
752-6022

1

I.

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916

1
1

KE
WARE
1 850 S

J

Murray.

270-7

'ffiewwint

tiger & "limes

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times

—Fri,10 arn.
— N.9a.m
— lion,9a.rn
— lion.12p.m
- Tue,1p.m.
— Wed,12 p.m.
-Thur.12p.m,

VISA

360
Storage Rentals
2BR Apts. Various
ocations.
Coleman
Real Estate. 753-9898
2BR, 2BA Duplex.
Garage, fenced backyard, extra amenities
753-5395 or 227-2280

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.
rimer of 121 S. & Clendak.
10X10 $25 10x15 $40
12701 436-2524
(270I 293-6906

1st Full Mo. Rent Free

al Home
42071
drs

Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive

Iris or
in at
today!
k 2x1

act
day

3
lie Homes For Sale

Clayton 16x80
?BA, vinyl siding.
BW.
39-2525

R AND LOT
16,500.00
sonable Offer
Can Own It
nt Miss Out
0-978-7787
*SOLD*

Ile Homes For Rent

2 bedroom, no
'53-9866
Home Lots For Rent

lorth of Murray,
i9-1204

irtments For Rent

2br apts. near
Murray
own
and deposit
Hi. 753-4109.

price reduced.
locations.
an RE
198.

IBA Apt. starting
5.00. 2BR, 1BA
ouse starting at
10. Call Hamlet
4partments.
i3-7559

v..
PVE IT:

ion to the

IMES

cal Mail

iCanoss ay

$55.90
$105.00

Aber Mail
iscriptions
$75.00
$96.00
$145.00
sa

I BR & 2BR Apts.
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283 6
.
Equal opportundy
GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
appointment
today.
270-753-2905..
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
Quiet apartment in
Lynn Grove area. All
utilities paid $600/mo
plus deposit.
270-492-8211

ooms For Rent
BR. Mature lady preferred. 270-227-2655
Fully furnished room
for rent in exquisite
Gatesborough home.
52" t.v., pool, workshop. decks, etc.
Children possible
417-337-3561
Houses For Rent
129, 3rd Street, Almo
New windows, new
c/h/a. 3BR, 1BA. 1
year. $650.00+deposit.
3 1 0 - 2 7 9 - 3 327.
n8noz@aol.com

2BR & 3BR houses.
Coleman Real Estate.
753-9898
2BR, 1BA, 5min North
of Murray, no pets.
759-4826.
CLOSE to campus! 4
bedroom rental house.
References, 1 year
lease. Available May.
No pets. please. $750
a month, $750 deposit.
436-5085

STORAGE
1302 Hillwood Dr
6x20 • S40
6X24• S40
10X20•$55
10X24 •$55
(270) 978-1107
(270) 978-1109
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600
For Sale Or Lease
FOR LEASE: METAL
Building located at 406
Sunberry
Circle,
Murray. 40'x88'. 10'
walls. 3 overhead
doors. Can be used as
two shops. Call Carlos

Black at 436-2935
Commerical Prop. For Rent
EXCELLENT location
in Fountain Square,
Mayfield, KY. Spaces
available:
15005100sqft.
270-247-6816
270-705-2330

FOR rent: Excellent
retail location. Located
on Southside Manor
Shopping Center. On
Hwy 641 next to SaveA-Lot, great visibility.
3.500 s/f. Call after
6pm (270)753-1890 or
(731)336-6276.
RETAIL Store in Hazel.
5000
SF
+/-.
$750.00/month.
270-492-8211

Robertson Rd. South

all Estate
Murray Ledger 8c Times iii
Housing Act Notice
real estate advertised herein
is subpect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it
I[legal to advertise in peeler
owe, limitation or discnminatun based on race, color, wit
ion, sez, handicap, tambal sit
or national origin or [rites
non to make any such peeler.

I:us

once'., limitations of discnmina•
State laws forbid discrimmation
it the sale. rental or advertising
it real estate based Op factors in
Liddition to those protected
under federal law
We will knowingly accept ant
ad y ertising for real estate whi:11
1, not in violation 01 the law All
2ersons are hereby intormed
'that all dwelling, advertised are
a,ailabk on an equal opportu
flits' basis .
he Wither assistance with Fair
housing Advertising require
ments, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P. Milarn
1000.

0.00 Cost Estimate
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
*Remodeling
*Screened Porches
*Garages
*Water & Termite
Damage
*Decks
•Home, Mobile Home
Repair
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753,1916

1

-1211Acreage

17 acres, Stella
227-1115. Call before
3:30P.M.

Land For Sale: 36
acres +/- located in
South East Calloway
County in the New
Concord area. 10 +/acres of open tillable or
pasture ground and the
remainder is wooded
with mature trees. Lots
of Trophy Deer, Turkey.
and other wildlife.
Good building site.
$69,000.00. Call
270-293-7872

460
Homes For Sale
2008 Log Home in
Western Shores, a KY
Lake community, 4BR,
3BA,
3600SqFt.
Reduced to $249,000.
Visit: http://www.forsalebyowner.com/listing/A91FB. And or call
270-227-5759
3BR, 2.5BA, Large
kitchen
and
living
room. 2 car garage,
and lots of extras.
3,000sqft on 2 acres.
270-804-5753

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Rh erfield Estates.
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

11

Floor Coverong

)Uu can count on the
most experienced
in West kg.
403 Tom Taylor Trail

753-7728

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Res., Corn., & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
wwwhillelectric corn

A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions, Remodeling,
Roofing, Vinyl Siding,
Laminate
Floors,
Repairs, workers comp
Insured.
227-2617.
ALL GREEN LAWN
CARE. Local, Reliable,
and affordable. Free
estimates.
270-293-7220
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
Paving. Sealcuating
& Hauling
TOM''FRAN IS

270-753-2279
CORIE HUIE

NEW Listing
3BR, 2BA
Energy Efficient
270-210-3781
270-559-2032

CONTRACTING
ROOFING
SIDING
WINDOWS

REDUCED 2.5 story
house on 7 acres with
barn. With picturesque
view. East of town.
Make offer. 293-7252.

Pets& Supplies
2 tiny male ACA regis
tered Yorkshire Terrio
puppies. Home raised
vet checked, health
gauranteed. $500.00.
436-5508
AKC Dachshund puppies. 7wks old, male.
black/tan, short haired.
1st shots. Pictures by
email. $160,
731-247-3727

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

merit tm

390
Livestock & Supplies

HORSE
BOARDING
40 Acres of
Green Grass
Stalls Available
(270) 705-8701
\
l •I

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

1 ill II

Ili Ili iii

JOE Box for full size
ruck, like new. $250.
767-9051
490
Used Cars

(270) 293-9858
Bulldozing
Custom
Greg Rentroe.
270-293-0371

We Finance
hollandmotorsales com
270-753-4461
Boats & Motors
09' 19ft Tahoe fish &
ski. In-boared v6 motor,
stereo, walk through
windshield,
trolling
motor, depth finder,
Bimini top, large cooler.
live well, extra sharp.
$16,500.00. 293-5507

CB ROOFING
COMPANY

Murray Ledger & Times

270-753-1916

FREE
PICK UP

270-293-5624
FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
*Trimming
*Removal
*Stump Grinding

remodeling.opm
FREE ESTIMATES

LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
*Flight Review
*Discovery Flight

(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387

*Insured

Landscaping
30 Yrs. Experience
Old As Din
Call for Free Estimates
978-2623, 889-7262
Ask for Troy or Steve

6" Continuous Gutters
Garage Door Sales
& Maintenance
Owner:
Greg Mansfield
(270) 293-8480
HALL'S WASTE
MANAGENIEN1
• weekly & special pickups
• locally owned/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
Handyman Work
Odd Jobs, Repairs,
Home Auto.
Carpentry.
Mobile Welding,
ards. Trim, Molding &
Much More
Jacob
270-978-0278
HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
&TRUCKING
All Vow Septte Needs

Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270) 293-8686
HOMETOWN
TREE SERVICE
insured Reliable
& Dependable
Free Estimates
tee Stump Removal
Cell 270-293-4489
Home 270-437-3044
JACKSON
PURCHASE
GUTTERING, LLC
5" Gutters
Insured
Free Estimates
(270) 705-3829

KEY ROOFING,
PAINTING &
REMODELING
$S We will save
YOU money $$
Free Estimates
References

CHASE Futrell LawnCare. 8yrs. exp. 293R 14

MILLS & SON
PRESSURE
Vinyl siding
Wood siding
Brick • Concrete
Decks• Fence

Residential Masonry
work. Brick, block,
stone. 270-527-7607

Fret Estimates

9010

hoe
work.
Installation and repair
on septic systems.
Now offering septic
tank pumping. Maior
credit cards accepted.

978-0404

63
_ 4_ 7
52
, 64
9
6
2
8
71
9
2
7
1
83
47 e.
9
8
1
43 59

Answer to previous puzzle

5 9 1 8 4 6
7 3 6 5 9 2
2 4 8 3 7 1
1 7 9 4 2 3
8 2 5 6 1 9
4 6 3 7 5 8

2 7 3
4 8 1
5 6 9
8 5 6
7 3 4
1 9 2

6 1 2 9 8 7 3 4 5
7

984 235 6 1
35 7 1 64 92

8

Iawe,.,e **•

Difficulty Level *

to BR0resc4
,

KLAPP ROOFING
COMPANY INC.
Residential & Commercial
3rd Generation Roofing Contractor
'Long list of certifications
Repairs'Re-Roofs

TREE SERVICE
Licensed & Insured
Full Line of Equipment • 17 Years Experience

Licensed & Insured

FREE ESTIMATES
(270) 559-4263

No Job Too Large or Too Small!

855-994-7336
800-821-6907
GARAGE
BUILDERS
Ham
270-522-1820 or 270-350-5495
•Garages or Pole Barns
• Garage Door Sales and Service
•Metal Roofs •Decks
•25 Years Experience •Free Estimates
•Bobcat and Trackhoe Service

Services Offered

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING
*Asphalt Installation

*Seal coating &
striping
40 yrs. experience

(270)759-0501

Need help
Promoting your
Business?
Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger &
Times

270-753-1916
Mitchells Lawn &
Landscaping
Start to Finish
Tractor Work, Drive
Ways, Garden
Breaking, Bush
I loggin,g, New Lawn
Installation, &

227-0906
Free Estimates
II' 'tilt HAVE LOST
olt Flit ND A PFT
N 1\ 11)
ONE OA) FOR FREE
Murray Ledger & limes
270-753-1916

WASHING

QualiIA 1\(irk Guaranteed!!!

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer, back hoe, and

8

Mowing_

(270) 703-0978
(270) 205-6063

tuaraisteed."

(270) 293-0354
(270) 293-3885

By Dave Green

Aldridge-McCuiston Roofing

110ii
We are fully insured and licensed
Certified Master Shingle Applicators
GAF Authorized Installer
All roof related repair work

FREE ESTIMATES

(270)293-1924

No Job Too Small

"Quality Workmanship

loeally °wiled

Concepts SudoKu

G&H Contracting
Tree removal
Roofing & Remodeling
Fencing

(270)227-6160
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

SUDOKU

*Firewood

KEN'S
CONSTRUCTION

track

Call us we will be
glad to help.

From Drywall &
Painting to
Bathrooms &
Kitchens
Decks to Fencing
We Do It All'
No Job To Small,
270-873-9916
or visit our website

kentackylake

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

(270) 489-2839

11-a,pe,,

Auto Parts

HOUSE for rent or sale
($47,000 firm) 2BR.
1BA, with large yard, DOG Obedience.
vinyl
siding,
new (270)436-2858.
C/H/A, w/d. refrig,
Great Dane puppies.
stove, low utilities,
Call after 7:00p.m.
clean. $500 first and
270-435-4250
last month rent plus
deposit $250. No pets. Shih-tzu
puppies.
TN. Male/female
Puryear,
CKC
References
wormed.
shots,
(731)676-6936.
$300.00 & $400.00
270 -804 - 8 1 03
360
evenings
Storage Rentals

119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

11
116

NORTH WOOD

•24 Hour
Emergency Ser ace
*Locally owned
*Licensed & Insured

480

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

Imes

(270)753-9250

753-3853

lox 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.
Behind Murray Business Center

FRAME S TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL

• Underground city utilities

812 Whitnell Ave.

753-2905

0-753-2411

• Various lot sizes
available

All ize nits
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

MBC Storage

Stidoku IS a oumner-piaang puzzle based on a 9x9 grid with
several given numbers'The'objectls to place the numbers I to 9
on the empty squares so that each row each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once The difficulty level
of the Concepos Sodoku increases from Monday to Sunday

FALWELL ESTATES

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

INES

Monday, May 23.2011 • 7

be deceived by these
door-to-door and fly
by night roofers.

Call The One You Trust...
Kenny Jackson
(270) 251-9620
(270) 210-0132
kensconstruction gmail.com

O'BRYAN TREE
& DEBRIS
• Locally owned
and operated
• Free Estimates
• Lic & Ins
270-703-1021
270-703-4005
Johhny 0 Bryan

Cheek us out
on the Web!
All line
ads placed in
Our

paper are
posted on
our website

Horoscope

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday, May 24, 2011:
This year, you contact puny people, many of whom are not.easygoing. You also could be in an unusually sensitive period in which your
feelings are vulnerable. Travel, education, reading and/or yoga
might help you to detach. Or you might have another preferred
method of relaxing. If you are single, you open a door to a friendship
or move in a new direction. Meeting people happens easily. If you
are attached, share more often with your sweetie when you feel vulnerable or off. PISCES often interferes with you.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** You have been like a freight car lately. It might be hard to slow

down. You miss details when you push that hard. Your ability to bring
other people out is significant. You seem to sense where they are
coming from. Tonight: Vanish while you can.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** The ball is in your court. You have been impatiently waiting
for this moment. Curb going overboard with spending to make a good
impression. Clearly, someone feels very strongly about a work or
day-to-day situation. Tonight: Charm works wonders.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** You have been given an unusual amount of space and freedom, though you might not recognize it. Responsibilities call, giving ,
you very little wiggle room. Take the lead on a project or community
matter. A partner or associate seems to be morphing in front of your
very eyes. Tonight: Could go till the wee hours.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Keep reaching for the stars. What appears to be rather
complicated really isn't. Discover what is needed to make a situation
work through a process of detaching and gaining more understanding. Recharge with a brisk walk. Tonight: Surf the Net.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Being in sync happens with ease. Opportunities arise from
those at a distance. Be aware of another person's response. Your
way of stating your boundaries might be a bit austere. Revise your
work schedule. Tonight: Togetherness happens naturally.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Defer to others. Your instincts will guide you to understand
what is best for all parties involved only once you detach. You could
have mixed feelings. Pressure builds, pushing you to accomplish an
inordinate amount of tasks. Reprioritize if you hit a snafu. Tonight:
Pace yourself.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Move past an immediate issue. Tap into your creativity in
order to find answers. Your sense of direction combined with some
old-fashioned ingenuity helps you steer the proper course. Your
instincts encourage you to hold back. Refuse to, let that occur.
Tonight: Make it easy.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** It is difficult to accomplish anything today. You will need to
close your door and screen your calls. Worrying about missing a special person also could interfere. You might not see an immediate solution. Negativity impacts your energy and interactions. Ask yourself
how a situation would look if you were upbeat. Tonight: Try being silly.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** You might want to act on your words in order to get the
response you desire. Laughter surrounds a personal issue, once you
demonstrate your involvement and caring. Curb wild spending. Come
from a new space. Tonight: Head home early.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Clearly you have more information on a key topic than many
others. How you express this knowledge will determine the manner
in which it is received. A boss or higher-up is easily challenged. Listen
to suggestions more openly. Tonight: You/ treat.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Keep the conversation moving. You might not be aware of the
impact of a specific topic until you see everyone put in their two
cents. Your ability to read between the lines needs to emerge.
Someone at a distance could be extremely negative. Tonight: Price a
new item.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Take up an information-gathering effort. You need more facts
before you make a decision, even though you believe you are ready
at this moment. If a partner acts withdrawn, know that no matter what
you do, it won't make a difference. Only this person can decide to
open up. Tonight: Togetherness works.

for free!
BORN TODAY
Fashion designer Bob Mackie (1939), actor John C. Reilly (1965)

Despairing daughter needs help
to cope with mom's drinking

Ten years ago
A proposed budget for the 200102 fiscal year shows the City of
Murray spending slightly more
than expected to take in. which,
according to City Finance Officer, Don Lees, is not cause for
alarm.
Recently reported births include
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Roger Jett.
Five members and one advisor
of the Murray High School Chapter of the Future Business Leaders of America attended the state
leadership conference in Louisville
May 8-10. Members included Lauren Owens, Blair Wagoner, Whitney Alexander. Lauren Hines and
MarTeze Hammonds. Advisor was
Amy McDowell.
Twenty years ago
Published is a picture of Vi Miller.
dean of the Center for Continuing Education and Academic Outreach at Murray State University,
demonstrating the new computerlinked interactive television network to area superintendents and
other educators. The network, the
first of its kind in the country,
can link MSU resources to area
community colleges and public
school systems.
According to Murray officials.
the city is being unusually tenacious in combating its annual spring
and summer enemy: unmowed
vacant lots.
Recently reported births include
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Jackson.
"thirty years ago
. Voting was characterized as
"heavy" this morning by county
clerk Marvin Harris. Long lines
partially blamed by the lengthy
ballot were reported during a check
at eight of the county's 24 precincts.
Recently reported births include
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Mike Cook;
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Scott Wayne
Lewis; and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Douglas Hall.
The Teens Who Care Club of
Calloway County High School held
their year-end banquet Monday,
May 18, at Pagliai's Pizza. .Club
president is Michael Bell.
Forty years ago

Winners in the Primary election
include Guy Lovins for state representative; Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
state senator; Wendell H. Ford, state
governor; and Julian Carroll, lieutenant governor.
Recently reported births include
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Donnie
Yarbrough.
Elected as officers of the Hazel
Parent-Teacher club were Mrs.
Edward Russell, Mrs. J.F. Phillips,
Mrs. James D. Erwin and Mrs.
Charles Tidwell.
Bologna is listed as selling for
38 cents per pound in the ad for
Storey's Food Giant this week.
Fifty years ago
Recently reported births include
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Brewer; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
D.E. Hale; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Merle Collins; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Glen McCallon; a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. David Bogard; and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs, Thomas
LeVan.
Mrs. CC. Lowry of the Murray Woman's Club and governor
of the First District of the Kentucky Federation of Women's
Clubs, has been elected to the
office of recording secretary of
the Kentucky Federation at the
state convention held at Louisville.
The Murray High School Band,
directed by Irvin Gilson, will present a concert on May 28 at the
school.
Sixty years ago
Jerry Williams of Murray has
been selected as director of Campus Lights of 1952. annual music
production at Murray State College, sponsored by Phi Mu Alpha
and Sigma Alpha Iota music fraternities.
Girl Scout Troop No. 4 closed
its year's work on May 24 with
a court of awards held at the
home of Mrs. A.B. Austin.
Riley Furniture and Appliance
will have its grand opening at the
location on West Main Street. next
to•the Varsity Theatre, on June 1
and 2.
The Coles Camp Ground
Methodist Church will have its
annual homecoming on Sunday.

DEAR ABBY: I'm desperate for
guidance. I have no mentors to
consult nor anyone with more life
experience because I have no family left I can talk to anymore.
Five years ago, when I was
22, my father committed suicide.
My mother and I were witnesses. His family blamed me for not
to
trying
a
wrestle
loaded gun
from him. (I
know I did
right
the
•
thing.) Dad's
cut
family
Mother and
rue off completely.
M o m
Dear Abby always had a
problem with
By Abigail
drinking, but
Van Buren
became
it
worse after
Dad killed himself. The last five
years have been spent putting my
life on hold to pick up the pieces.
Mom loses jobs for being drunk,
is all but blacklisted in the city
she lives in and is often short of
rent money. If I give her money
to pay her rent, she blows it on
alcohol. She'll sleep with strangers
for money when she's facing eviction.
It kills me knowing the mother who loved me is going to
eventually end up on the street,
but I can't be her mother anymore. I didn't have a childhood
because I was always dealing with
her alcoholism, and Dad's, too. I
can't bear the thought of her homeless and hungry. but I know picking her up only enables her drinking. Please help me. I don't know
what to do. -- DESPERATE FOR
GUIDANCE IN CALIFORNIA
DEAR DESPERATE: You are
a caring and dutiful daughter, but
the burden you have assumed will
crush you if you don't put it
down. No one can save someone
who doesn't want to be saved or

By the Associated Press
Today is Monday. May 23, the
143rd day of 2011. There are 222
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 23. 1911, the newly
completed New York Public
Library was dedicated by President William Howard Taft, Gov.
John Alden Dix and Mayor William
Jay Gaynor(the library was opened
to the public the next day).
On this date:
In 1430. Joan of Arc was captured by the Burgundians, who
sold her to the English.

In 1533, the marriage of England's King Henry VIII to Catherine of Aragon was declared null
and void.
In 1701, William Kidd was
hanged in London after he was
convicted of piracy and murder.
In 1788,South Carolina became
the eighth state to ratify the United States Constitution.
In 1873, Canada's Parliament
voted to establish the North West
Mounted Police force.
In 1934, bank robbers Clyde
Barrow and Bonnie Parker'were
shot to death in a police ambush

in Bienville Parish, La.
In 1984, Surgeon General C.
Everett Koop issued a report saying there was "very solid" evidence linking cigarette smoke to
lung disease in non-smokers.
In 1991. talk show host Johnny Carson stunned an NBC affiliates meeting in New York by
announcing his retirement from
"The Tonight Show," effective in
one year:
Five years ago: ABC appointed Charles Gibson to replace Elizabeth Vargas as anchor of "World
News Tonight."

SIR, THE WASH N ROLL \
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isn't ready to be. Until your Mother realizes she needs help for her
addiction, she'll continue on the
path her drinking is leading her.
It is extremely important for
your emotional well-being to let
go of your guilt for being unable
to "mother your mother." An excellent place to begin would be to
attend some Al-Anon meetings.
There you will find support from
friends and relatives of alcoholics
who help each other through the
same trials you are experiencing.
The meetings are free and confidential. To find one in your area,
call (888)4AL-ANON ((888) 4252666). Someone_ will always
answer during business hours Eastern time. Or, visit the website at
Al-AnonFamilyGroups.org.
DEAR ABBY: My sister is
having a baby, and we're wondering if there is an acceptable
way to let people know that she
wouldn't mind getting used items
as gifts -- especially the "big"
things. No one in our family is
well off, but this is her first child
and she does need stuff.
Would a note in the shower invitation be tacky? In this moneysaving time, I think our idea is
a good one. How do we convey
the message? -- LIKES "LIKENEW" IN OHIO
"LIKELIKES
DEAR
NEW": I'm glad you asked,
because a note in the shower invitation would be tacky. The way
that message should be conveyed
is verbally, when prospective guests
ask what the mother-to-be needs.
However, before your sister uses
a secondhand toy or nursery equipment, it would be a good idea to
check the website run by the Consumer Product Safety Commission to make certain the item hasn't been the subject of a safety
recall. (More than 300 products
of various types are recalled each
year.) The website to visit is
www.recalls.gerv.

CURB
FREEZERBAG USE
Dear
I
Heloise:
always enjoy
your column
in The (San
Luis Obispo,
by
Calif.) TriHeloise
bune, but I am
concerned
about the abundant usage of plastic bags. As handy as they are,
they do not biodegrade. Freezer
bags are even thicker. Perhaps a
mention of reusable containers
would be a worthwhile reminder.
Thank you! -- Adrienne, via email
Yes! Happy to do it! Reusable
containers certainly do help in
keeping the landfills ... well, less
full! -- Heloise
CAN T-SHIRT ODOR BE
CONQUERED?
Dear Heloise: Hello! Thank you
for your insight, sense of humor
and research! Having had five
children, three of whom are boys,
I have a question/problem that I
have never encountered before. Is
it possible to get UNDERARM
ODOR out of T-shirts that have
been washed and dried?
My solution is to either throw
them out or burn them (the shirts,
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DEAR DR.GOTT: As a faithful reader of your column, I have
a request: Would you please mention, on April 8, if possible, that.
April 8 is Cushing's Awareness
Day?
The world needs to know of
this disease. It has changed my
life. I was a healthy woman until
the age of 55 I knew then that
"something"
was wrong.
story
Long
short: After
more a year,
I was diagwith
nosed
Cushing's disease. I have
had two brain
surgeries.
Graves' disease, recurCushing's
By
Dr. Peter Gott and 25 radiatreattion
ments to the pituitary. Eight years
later, I still live with the effects
of this monster. I am on thyroid
medication for life. I have high
blood pressure and other health
issues, as well. I just want the
world to know of this disease.
Even if only one person is helped
by your printing information about
this topic, then a wonderful thing
will have been done. Thank you.
Dr. Gott.
DEAR READER: Unfortunately, I was not able to print
your letter, having only received
it on April 6. It takes about three
weeks before any letter appears
in the newspaper. I will, however, print a general overview of
the condition.
Cushing's syndrome is a rare
endocrine disorder. It occurs when
the body produces or receives too
much cortisol over an extended
period of time. It can be the result
of prolonged use of high doses
of glucocorticosteroids, such as
prednisone, or from a malfunction of the body's natural production. This can be the result of
pituitary adenomas (up to 70 percent of cases, known as Cushing's disease). ectopic ACTH

adrenocorticotropic hormone)syndrome(ACTH-secreting tumors or
cancer outside the pituitary), and
rarely can be caused by adrenal
tumors or inherited.
Conisol is a vital component
in the body. It helps the body
respond to stress, maintain blood
pressure and cardiovascular function. regulates carbohydrate, fat and
protein metabolism, reduces the
inflammatory response of the
immune system, and balances the
effects of insulin.
The most common symptoms
include a rounded face and upper
body (abdomen, upper back, neck
and between the shoulders ("buffalo hump"), obesity and relatively slender arms and legs. Other
symptoms can include acne, slowhealing cuts, bites or infection.
bone loss, muscle weakness.
fatigue, cognitive difficulties, high
blood pressure, high blood glucose levels, headaches, thin skin
with easy bruising, purple/red
stretch Marks, depression and/or
anxiety, abnormal menstruation and
excess body and facial hair in
women, and erectile dysfunction
and a decrease in libido and fertility in men. Children typically
present with obesity and slowed
growth.
Treatment depends on the cause.
Steroid use to control/treat another condition often requires lowering the dosage or, if possible.
switching to a nonsteroid medication. Pituitary adenomas are
most often surgically removed. If
surgery fails or isn't an option,
radiation therapy and/or cortisolinhibiting drugs may be used.
Ectopic ACTH syndrome can be
cured by total removal of the abnormal ACTH-secreting tissue; however, these can be microscopic or
widespread at diagnosis and difficult to locate. Cortisol-inhibiting drugs are beneficial. If the
abnormal source of the ACTH
cannot be found, removal of the
adrenal glands may be recommended. Adrenal tumors are also
treated by surgical removal of the
adrenal glands.

my website, Www.Heloise.cont. for
not the kids)!
My worst nightmare has been many' more helpful household vinerealized: clean clothes that smell gar hints. To keep paintbrushes soft.
like BO. I am a woman on the soak them in vinegar and water
edge. Heloise. -- Maureen A., via for an hour or two. -- Heloise
FAST FACTS
email
Dear Readers:Items that should
Maureen. don't despair, and
step away from the edge! This NOT be flushed down the toilet:
* Facial tissues.
type of laundry problem is one
* Feminine-hygiene products.
of the most-asked questions! Here
* Paper towels.
are some helpful laundry hints for
* Disinfecting wipes.
you:
* Hairballs.
• Turn each T-shirt inside out.
Heloise
put liquid detergent on the area
and rub the material together a CREDIT CARD AS SCRAPER
Dear Heloise: An expired credlittle. Don't use too much detergent. Don't stuff the washer full: it card or one of the many gift
cards I have makes a free, easydo only a normal load.
* Soak several of the T-shirts on-the-hands-and-fingers pot scrubin the hottest water that's safe for ber. The card bends easily to fit
the fabric, and add 1 to 2 cups into grooves, Corners and roundof household vinegar The vine- ed shapes. It cleans burned-on
gar works to dissolve the sweat gunk easily. and it scrubs about
stains and helps cut the odor. anything you can think of. -- Linda
Then, launder as usual Good luck! in Arkansas
Vinegar is one of my favorite SOUND OFF
Dear Heloise: My gripe is
household cleaners. Cheap and
readily available, it is a real help when people who don't even know
around the 'house! I have com- me call me 'Sweetie." "Honey."
piled a pamphlet containing my "Dear," "Darling," etc. Just say
favorite uses for vinegar If you "Hello." period! You will lose my
would like to receive one, send business if you continue to do it.
15, along with a self-addressed, especially after I ask you not to
stamped (64 cents) envelope, to: do it. -- A Reader, via email
(02011 by King Features SynHeloise/Wnegar. P.O. Box 795001,
San Antonio. TX 78279-5001. Visit dicate Inc.
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How — Your Mother'.
Juan Peron's wife
Snaky fish

Swimming spot
Stow cargo
TV's Abdul
Checkout line count
Top floor
One of the Marx Brothers
Atlanta team
Advanced in years
Theater box
Houston team
Bullfight cry
Like post-workout athletes
Apple drink
Work over
Gorilla, for one
San Diego team
Region
Yale student
Detroit team
The Zoo Story" playwright
Dull finish
Puzzle out
One of the Kennedys
Dark-greenish blue
Rip
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4TH DISTRICT BASEBALL TOURNAMENT

Calloway hopes to keep rolling in postseason
MURRAY SEARCHING FOR CONSISTENCY,
WILL OPEN VERSUS CFS TODAY
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By RICKY MARTIN
Assistant Sports Editor
With the Fourth District baseball
tournament set to kick off today, both
Calloway County and Murray High are
entering the postseason in two completely different manners.
For Zach Hobbs' Calloway County
squad, the past week has been a good
indicator that the Lakers are ready for
the postseason.
Calloway has won its last four contests, including two victories over First
Region heavyweight Ballard Memorial
last week, first by a score of 2-1 on
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4th District Tournament
(at Community Christian)
Monday
Murray s Christian Fellowship. 5 pm
Tuesday
Murray/CFS vs Marshall Co. 5 p m
Wednesday
Calloway Co vs Community Christian, 5 p m
Thursday
Championship game time TBA'
— if Marshall County reaches the championship game, it will be played at 3 p.m. If they
do not, it will be played at 5 p.m.

•

every day, and we have really started to
see that."
On the other side of town, Murray
High had hit a streak where they were
reeling a bit, losing five of six games

early in May.
After their most recent three-game
losing streak, the Tigers seem to have
righted the ship a bit, and have won
two straight entering today's showdown with Christian Fellowship in the
opening round of the district tournament.
Characteristic of most Mike
Johnson-led teams, who are known for
perennially peaking once the postseason hits, this Murray High team hopes
to not be the exception.
Johnson said it's tough to tell what
he's going to get out of this year's team
night in and night out, however, and
that inconsistency is something he said
•See DISTRICT, 10

REGION MA TRACK AND FIELD CHAMPIONSHIPS

•

Early risers
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May 17, then again three days later by
a score of 10-6.
Hobbs said the brand of baseball his
Lakers are finally starting to play has
been a long time coming, adding that
he has known and told his team all year
that this is the time they would start
peaking.
"I said going in this year that if we
were around .500, we would be where
I thought we would be," Hobbs said. "1
told the guys to just keep playing and
focusing on our baseball, and wins and
losses in the season really don't mean a
whole lot as long as you are improving

This Week

By RICKY MARTIN
Assistant Sports Editor
PADUCAH, Ky. — Over the past
three years, Calloway County head
coach Keith Jared has come to expect a
strong start from his team at the beginning of every meet.
With one of the region's top girls
4x800 meter relay teams, as well as
hurdler and Murray State signee Emily
Chrisman shouldering the load in the
early events, Jared is used to getting a
bunch of quick points in meets.
Saturday at the Region IAA championships at Paducah Tilghman, Jared got
just what he has come to expect, as the
4x800 meter relay team took first in
what was the first running event of the
day, just before Chrisman claimed victory in the 100 meter hurdles a few
events later.
"Winning those first few events, that
started off the day really well for us,"
Jared said. -That's been a big high
point for us the past few years, we have
had a really solid girls 4x800 team,then
with Emily also, they have always started us off really well."
With those two quick victories,
Calloway County's girls team kept the
momentum going, placing fourth out of
ten teams, finishing just one point
behind third place Logan County.
Jared said going into Saturday, his
expectations for his girls was a top five
finish, and that's exactly what he got.
"I was very, very happy," he said. "I
knew girls go top five and that that
would be a successful day."
What impressed Jared most, hower et-,is.,what his girls were able to do with
their minimal numbers. Jared only has
13 girls on his roster, and only 10 traveled to Tilghman Saturday to compete.
The Lady Lakers were able to
account for their depleted numbers.
however, with several top-three finishes.
Shortly after the girls 4x800 meter
relay team took first place and
Chrisman took first in the 100 hurdles,
junior Abby Futrell busted out several
big jumps in the long jump, eventually
securing a second place finish with a
jump of 14 feet, 10 inches, sending her
back to the state meet for the second
year in a row.
Also heading to state is senior
Kennedy Crawford, who cleared 4-8 in
the high jump, good enough for second
place.
Chrisman then won the 300 meter
hurdles by a full two seconds mid-way
through the afternoon to secure a berth
into two events at state.
Chrisman, Futrell and Crawford are
all returning to state for the secondstraight year.
-They all performed really well,"
Jared said. "We knew we had some
girls that could do some things for us,
but so much can happen you just hope
it all goes well. I'm just glad they were
able to perform the way we knew they
could."
F\• The Calloway boys were a little less
)fortunate than the girls on Saturday. but
" still had strong performances in several
events.
Senior Ryan Thurman narrowly

COLLEGE BASEBALL:
TENNESSEE TECH 10,
MURRAY STATE 8

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times
Murray State senior outfielder
Zach Noonan takes a moment to
himself after popping up for the
final out in Saturday's seasonending 10-8 loss to Tennessee
Tech at Reagan Field. Murray
State could have advanced to
this week's OVC Tournament
with a win.

'Breds come
up two runs
shy of
tourney bid
MURRAY STATE
CAN'T FINISH RALLY
FROM EARLY 9-1
DEFICIT

1

By TONEY MAID

RICKY MARTIN / Ledger 8. Times
Calloway County senior Emily Chrisman clears this hurdle en route to her individual championship in the
100 meter hurdles Saturday. Chrisman also took first in the 300 meter hurdles, and will return to state for
the second straight year in each event.

The Leaderboard
Girls
1. Paducah Tilghman
2. Hopkinsville
3. Logan Co
4. Calloway Co
5. Union Co.

139
122

se
57
55
Boys

1. Paducah Tilghman
2. Hopkinsville
3. Union Co
4. Logan Co
5. Webster Co
7. Calloway Co

174
89
69
65
59
27

missed a berth to state in the 800 meters
and the mile, while the boys 4x100 and
4x200 teams ran well, but couldn't get
past the likes of Paducah Tilghman and
Hopkinsville.
The 4x100 team that finished third
ran suprisingly well according to Jared,
particularly after replacing a key component just minutes before the event.
During the 4x200 meter relay, Josh
Friedrich pulled up limping midway
down the straight away in the second
leg, forcing Calloway to replace the
speedy junior for the 4x100.
Sophomore Blake Weatherington
filled in for Friedrich as the second leg,
helping the Lakers to a third place fin•See LAKERS, 10

Sports Editor
Despite needing quite a bit of help
from the rest of the Ohio Valley
Conference to keep their slim tournament hopes alive over the weekend,
Murray State had a chance to extend its
season with a win over Tennessee Tech
in Saturday's season-finale.
The Thoroughbreds simply couldn't
finish what would have been a nearlymiraculous turn of events, falling 10-8
at Reagan Field.
Entering the bottom of the ninth
inning down two runs, Murray State
seemed poised to continue the lateinning magic that had lifted them over
the Golden Eagles in back-to-back
games on Friday when Travis Isaak
doubled down the right field line with
one out, bringing the tying run to the
plate.
But a Jacob Rhodes groundout preceded a Zach Noonan pop-up, and suddenly, there were no more tricks left in
the bag for the 'Breds.
Noonan, a senior who did his best to
lift his ballclub, going 3-for-5 with a
run and an RBI, threw his batting helmet toward the fence and crouched
down on the field with his head down
for several minutes after the pop-out.
To make the loss more disappointing, the 'Breds learned afterward that
Southeast Missouri had completed a
sweep of Eastern Illinois, a result that
would have lifted Murray State into the
tournament field had they won.
Ultimately, however, it was a lateseason stretch prior to this weekend's
series that cost the 'Breds. Before
opening against Tennessee Tech on
Friday, Murray State had lost five of its
last six conference games against
Eastern Kentucky and Morehead State,
both teams that finished with losing
league records.
"It's always hard when it's the last
game of the year, but they battled, and
to be honest, if we'd have had that
sense of urgency for the entire season
like we did this weekend, we'd have
been in a much better place," head
coach Rob McDonald said.
In that sense, Saturday's game was a
microcosm of the season of sorts.
The 'Breds fell behind 9-1 in the
third inning, unable to quiet a flurry of
•See 'BREDS, 10

FINK III/SEBAU
STAIIIINGS

RICKY MARTIN / Ledger & Times
Calloway County senior Kennedy Crawford narrowly clears the bar In
the girls high jump Saturday at 4 feet. 8 inches. Crawford placed second in the high jump and will move on to state for the secondstraight year.

School
'Austin Peay
*SE Missouri State
'Jacksonville State
'Tennessee Tech
'Eastern Kentucky
'Tennessee-Martin
Eastem Illinois
Murray State
Morehead State
— advanced to OVC Toum

OVC(Overal)
17-6(30-22)
14-8(32-20)
14-9(33-21)
12-12(24-27)
11-13(21-34)
10-13(19-34)
9-12(18-33)
9-13(19-32)
6-16(10-39)

Late-inning
offense
lifts
Murray to
two wins
LOLLAR,
DUNCAN LEAD
REJUVENATED
TIGER BATS
Staff nowt
Murray's slumbering offense
awoke over the weekend, delivering two victories for the Tigers
heading into the 4th District
tournament this week.
Murray opened a two-game
season-ending road swing Friday
night at Webster County and
won a 9-5. decision before outlasting Caldwell County 13-11 in
a slugfest Saturday in Princeton.
Against Webster, Murray
scored four runs in the sixth
inning to break a 5-5 stalemate
and pitcher Austin Adams held
the Trojans scoreless over the
final two innings.
In the sixth, John Lollar got
the scoring rolling, singling in
Christian Duncan. The Tigers
then plated two runs on a passed
ball as Ryan Humphrey and
Adams came home. Alex Miller
scored Murray's final run of the
inning off a Webster error on a
David Vinson ground ball.
Lollar and Duncan led
Murray's offense, each collecting three hits apiece. Lollar was
3-for-4 with two RBI while
Duncan also went 3-for-4 with
two runs scored and an RBI.
Humphrey scored three runs on
the evening.
The Tigers took an early 2-0
lead, but Webster briefly took the
advantage with three runs in the
bottom of the third. Murray
reclaimed control with three runs
in the fourth before Webster tied
the game with two in the bottom
of the inning.
Lollar got the start and
pitched five innings, surrendering five runs and striking out
five. Adams tossed the final two
frames, limiting Webster to just
one hit and striking out four
Against Caldwell, Murray
also used some late-inning
offense to secure the win, scoring four runs in the top of the
seventh to overcome a two-run
Caldwell deficit.
Vinson opened the inning by
doubling to left field then scoring on a Humphrey sacrifice fly.
Sawyer Lawson then delivered a
two-RBI double to right field,
scoring Aaron Wilson, who
reached on a walk, and Cedric
Cherry, who doubled to left field.
Lawson then scored the final run
on a Lollar single.
The Tiger offense was led
again by Duncan and Lollar,
each of whom delivered two hits
apiece. Duncan was 2-for-4 with
two runs scored while Lollar
went 2-for-2 with an RBI.
Lawson was I -for-2, scoring
three runs and driving in two.
The two teams traded fiverun first innings before Murray
pulled ahead 7-6 after the second. Caldwell scored two runs in
the third to take its first Lead of
the game at 8-7, then both teams
plated two runs in the fourth.
Caldwell added a run in the sixth
to take an 11-9 lead into the seventh.
Murray used five pitchers on
the day, with Adams shutting
,down Caldwell in the ninth
inning, striking out the side to
secure the win.
The Tigers play Christian Fellowship in the first round of
the 4th District tournament at 5
p.m. today at Community
Christian in Paducah.

5'cai
From MSU Athletics
Murray
State
senior
Cameron Carrico came home as
the best finisher among individuals not playing on a team at
the NCAA Men's Golf
Regional at Wolf Run Golf
Club in Zionsville, Ind., when
he turned in a final round 72
Saturday.
Cameo finished 34th in the
field of all 75 competitors with

scores of 81-69-72=244.
His appearance in the
NCAA Tournament brought to
an end an excellent career at
Murray State.
"Murray State means a lot to
me and I've enjoyed my time
playing for the Racers," the
senior from Owensboro said. "I
had the kind of senior season I
was Shooting for and that is satisfying."

From Page 9
ish after Jake Wrye, the team's
fastest 100 meter runner, caught
and passed the Trigg County
anchor in the final leg.
"When you look at Calloway
in general, we don't have those
one or two barn-burners that are
just going to step up and out run
somebody," Jared said. "But we
put four people that are pretty
competitive together, and we
can compete.
"Losing Josh hurt us, particularly on the hand-offs, but for
mixing it up 10 or 15 minutes
before the race, they ran really
well."
The boys team didn't have
anyone qualify for state automatically, but may have a
chance to send some competitors with an at-large bid. Jared
said he will know for sure who
all is going by today.
The state meet is at the
University of Louisville on
Thursday.

Indeed, Carrico finished his
MSU career as a four-time AllOhio Valley Conference selection and had bookend awards at
the start and finish when he was
OVC Freshman of the Year in
2008 and OVC Player of the
Year in 2011.
"Cameron has been a joy to
coach and I'm proud of the
career he had as a Racer," MSU
head coach Eddie Hunt said.

RICKY MARTIN
Ledger & Times

Calloway
County junior
Abby
Futrell
flies into the
long jump pit
Saturday at the
Region
1A A
championships.
Futrell
took
second place
with a jump of
14 feet. 10
Inches.

CPA PP12

Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.. Murray, KY • 753-3415

Prep Baseball
Friday
Murray 9. Webster Co 5
Saturday
Murray 13, Caldwell Co 11
Today
4th District Tournament
(at Community Christian)
Murray vs Christian Fellowship. 5 p m
Prep Softball
Saturday
Calloway Co 6. Livingston Central 4
Calloway Co 6, MuhlenbPrg Co. 1
Today
4th District Tournament
(al Marshall Co.)
(2) Calloway Co. vs. (3) Murray, 5-30
p.m.
(1) Marshall Co. vs CC/Mur, 730 p.m.
College Baseball
Saturday
Tennessee Tech 10, Murray St 8
Major League Baseball
American League
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
New York
25 20 556
Tampa Bay
26 21 553
1
Boston
24 21 533
23 23 500 2 1,2
Toronto
4
467
21 24
Baltimore
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
Cleveland
29 15 659 - —
7
23 23.500
Detroit
8
22 24 478
Kansas City
9
Chicago
22 26 458
15 30 33314 12
Minnesota
West Division
W
L Pct GB
Texas
24 23 511
—

National League
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct
28 18 609
Philadelphia
26 19 578
Florida
26 23 531
Atlanta
22 24.478
New York
21 25.457
Washington
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
28 20.583
St Louis
25 22.532 21/2
Cincinnati
24 23.511 31/2
Milwaukee
22 24.478
5
Pittsburgh
20 24.455
6
Chicago
17 30.36210 1/2
Houston
West Division
W
L Pct GB
—
26 19.578
San Francisco
23
22.511
3
Colorado
23 23.500 31/2
Arizona
21 27.438 61/2
Los Angeles
19 28.404
8
San Diego
Sunday's Games
Cleveland 12, Cincinnati 4
N.Y. Yankees 9. N.Y. Mets 3
Houston 3, Toronto 2
Tampa Bay 4, Florida 0
Detroit 2, Pittsburgh 0
Texas 2, Philadelphia 0
Baltimore 2, Washington 1
Milwaukee 3, Colorado 1
Chicago White Sox 8, LA. Dodgers 3
St Louis 9. Kansas City 8. 10 innings
L.A. Angels 4, Atlanta 1
Seattle 6, San Diego 1
Arizona 3, Minnesota 2
Oakland at San Francisco, late
Chicago Cubs at Boston, late
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From Page 9
will have to be shored up by the
time they take the field today.
"In the past you have really
seen a change in about the last.
two weeks of them really, really
focusing," Johnson said. "This
bunch is different though. They
are a lot more loose, and they
can be hard to read at times. I'm
hoping that they are confident
going in that they are going to
play good baseball."
At last year's district meeting, the Fourth District coaches
voted to draw for seeds this year
rather than letting regular season matchups indicate seeds.
Because of that, the seedings
for the tournament this year
were taken at random, leaving
Hobbs and Calloway excited
about their chance at a berth in
the First Region tournament,
and Johnson and Murray High
knowing they will have a little
more work cut out if they want

to advance.
of his team's likely matchup
Calloway drew district-host with the Marshals. "But we are
Community Christian for their going to get a game under our
on belt before we have to play
semifinal
matchup
Wednesday, while Murray will them, giving us a chance to go
have to get past a cellar- up to CCA and get a game in."
dwelling Christian Fellowship
Meanwhile, Hobbs said he is
team in what for all intents and excited about his Lakers.
purposes will serve as a quarter- chances of returning to the
regional tournament for the first
final matchup.
The Tigers should easily get time in four seasons, but said
past CFS,setting up a semifinal this CCA team isn't a pushover.
bout with Marshall County.
"Thts team is a good baseball
Both teams that meet for a team," Hobbs said. "They have
district championship will (pitcher and first baseman Seth)
advance on to next week's First English, whol transfered from
Region tournament.
Lone Oak, and they have some
Johnson said that drawing good arms and can hit the ball.
CFS to open the tournament It's certainly not a give-me
today may play as an advantage game,"
for his team, allowing them to
Hobbs is looking for his first
go ahead and get a game under appearance in the regional tourtheir belts before teeing off nament as the Lakers' head
against Marshall.
coach, while Johnson's team is
"You have to beat a good looking to make it back to the
team to get to the regional tour- regional tournament for the
nament anyway," Johnson said fifth-straight year.
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WOOD Electronics
On the Court Square

MurrayDISHicorn
Free to anyone. No purchase necessary. While supplies last.

From Page 9
Tennessee Tech scoring that
included a three-RBI inside-thepark home run in the second
inning off the bat of Casanova
Donaldson.
The hit, which rolled to the
fence after a diving attempt by
center fielder ElliOt Frey came
up short, snatched all the
momentum for the Golden
Eagles and put them ahead 6-0.
After the game, McDonald
said he didn't blame Frey for
laying out for the line drive in
front of him instead of playing it
off the hop.
"It was a big play, but I don't
fault Elliot at all for diving for
that ball," he said. "If he catches
it, it saves two runs and we're
out of the inning. He makes a lot
of great plays, and he wouldn't
be Elliot Frey if he didn't come
and try to make a great play
there."
Tennessee Tech scored three
more runs in the third inning to
take a 9-1 lead, but from there,
Murray State pitcher Tyler
Beers, the third hurler o? the
afternoon for the 'Breds, settled
in and held the Golden Eagles to

Kentucky's Newest

one run over the rest of the
game.
Murray State, meanwhile,
plated three runs in the fifth on
RBI doubles from Ty Stetson
and Brandon Elliott. The 'Breds
added three more in the sixth on
a three-run smash over the left
field wall by Cody Larson, and
suddenly trailed just 9-7.
"Our guys fought like crazy,"
McDonald said. "There was a
lot of adversity today, and our
guys fought and battled, and I
thought we played pretty well.
Tech just did a little more than
we did."
In the same breath as he
chides his squad for not playing
with urgency throughout the
season, McDonald points out the
fact that the 'Breds relied heavily on a youthful lineup this year,
made up mostly of players from
the junior college ranks and
fresh out of high school.
Though he'll lose Frey and
Noonan and ace pitcher Jake
Donze as well as a handful of
seniors who played lesser roles,
the longtime head coach
believes his squad has a firm
foundation in place.

Z-G
.

"We started the season with
half of our team being new," he
said. "We're going to have a lot
more guys next year that I think
are going to have an idea of
what it takes to be a championship-level team."
Frey and Noonan, the duo
who recently became the ninth
and tenth members of the 'Breds
200-hit club in the same game,
played some of their best baseball during the weekend's lastditch push.
Both were instrumental in
Friday's games, and Frey added
to Noonan's 3-for-5 day on
Saturday by going 2-for-4 and
scoring a run himself.
Isaak also delivered two hits
Saturday, going 2-for-5 with a
run scored. .
Luke Shueniaker started the
game and threw one-and-twothirds innings, giving up six runs
and shouldering the loss: Will
Handlin recorded the final out of
the second frame and then yielded to Beers, who threw the final
seven innings of action.
The OVC Tournament begins
Wednesday at Pringles Park in
Jackson, Tenn.
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One Hour Massage
only

$45(1ntroductory offer)

We Offer:
Massage Therapy• Botor. Juvedenn & Latisse-•Yoga

1710C Hwy. 121 North • Murray,KY 42071 • 270.761
www.theretreatofrnurray.com

Crushed Limestone (all sizes)
Driveways — Parking Lots — Residential — Commercial
Quality Products • Excellent Service

MURRAY HOME
& AUTO, INC.
976 CHESTNUT ST • 270-753-2571
WWW.murrayhomeandauto.com

ROGERS GROUP INC.
Canton Quarry • 270-924-5434
RogersGroupInc.com
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